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The Murray State
Women's Basketball
team picked up a win
Monday
against
Tennessee State.

"The Murray State News''
College Life section offers
up its very own version of
"Blind Date" by matching
up two complete strangers
in Operation Hookup.
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Meal plan prices cover student dining options
MARCI OWEN

News EDITOR
The cost of Murray State' s meal
plans are highc:r than those of other
state universities. but Murray State
official s said lowering costs would
sacrifice quality service.
Food Services Director Bill Benriter said other universities have
contract services, which is the pri mary reason Murray State meal
plans are more costly to students.
"They're run by a contractor that
is not really an employee of the univer,.ity ,'' Benriter s aid. "That's part
of the reason that ours are higher.
We have to cover more expenses
nnd do more things than they do
because they have corporate help."
Bennter said many schools
choose to hire contractors because
of difficulties that accompany self-

operated food services.
..A lot of people don't want to
deal with it because you have to try
to keep students happy and be profitable." Benriter said. "Contractors
are very good at that."
Vice President of Student Affairs
Don Robertson said University officials would be very reluctant to hire
a contracting service for various reasons.
''Typically. once you contract, the
service level starts going down."
Robertson said.
"If you look at the
quality of the
food and the service here compared to other
institutions. you ·u
find it much higher. It may start off
cheaper. but they

can build in increases in the future
that you have no control over. Once
you contract out, you lose control."
Benriter said the money the University receives from meal plans
covers much more than food costs.
"It pays for the meal," Benriter
said. " It pays for the labor. It pays
for the food . It pays for maintenance
on the building. It pays for salaries
of people that are indirectly related
to that meal.''
Requiring freshmen and sopho-

Congressional
cuts endanger
eelucation grant
BY JASON BILliNGSLEY
C O NTRIBUTING WRITER

A recently a nnounced Murray State University g rant could
be taken awny if the Bush
administration follows through
with its projected cut of 1,612
federal grants passed by Congress .
The $800,000 grant establishing the Center for Teaching
Excellence in Science and
Mathematics Utilizing Environment as an Integrating Context, sponsored in Congress by
Rep. Ed Whitfield, R-Ky., is in
danger of being cut by the Bush
administration as its new budget goes through Congress this
week.
Whitfield could not be
reached for comment. but hi s
offiee did release a s tatement.
''I will do everything in my
power to prevent the withdrawal of any federal funds to Murray State,.. Whitfield said in the
statement. "The Center for
Teaching Excellence in Science
and Mathematics at Murray
State will be a tremendous benefit to all of western Kentucky.
The center will help put more
qualified science and math
teachers in our classrooms.
"I agree with the president
that our government needs fiscal restraint at this time," Whitfield said . "However. I believe
the Murray State Center is an
important investment in our
children's future."
Members of both the House
and Senate inserted the projects
into the $123 billion labor, education and health bill for the
upcoming fiscal year. The measure passed both houses in
December and .was signed into
law in January.
President Bush wants to
include the projects among
$2.1 billion worth of programs
to be cut to free up money for
the Pell grants program for
low-income students. although
he has said he will accept $1.3
billion in cuts.
Rus sell Wall. College of
Education &\sistant dean. said
he is s ure Whitlidd will light
to kee p the money for the center in the federal budget.
..Whitfield has worked very
hard to get that money. and
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cash-at-door prices are lower than
those of the price per meal for students with meal plans because they
are seldom used and often accompanied with restrictions.
' 'They're really prices that are
used in the summer," Benriter said.
''They're not meant to be something
you could do over a long period of
time. When the summer camps and
conferences use those prices, they
get far less food than students do at
Winslow."
For some students, the
problem does not lie in
the cost of meals but.
rather. the availability.
RobertSon said if there is
a need for extended
hours. the University
would be willing to
make changes.
"If there's a signifi-

cant demand of students that we're
not meeting. then we need to look at
it." Robertson said.
Robertson said although the Student Affairs Office does receive
complaints concerning meal plans.
the complaints are not numerous.
"We are conscious," Robertson
said. "We're trying to keep the cost
down and provide as much flexibili·
ty and service as we can."

Students evacuate following
dumpster fire in White College
~

Bv

TAYLOR EWING

ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Students were forced to evacuate White
College on Monday night when a fire in the
building's dumpster set off sprinklers from
the first to third floors.
Murray Fire Inspector Dickie Walls said
students were evacuated at 7:02 p.m. and
were allowed to return to the building at 7:50
p.m.
Walls said four fire trucks and 15 firefighters were dispatched to the scene. He said the
fire was confined to the dumpster. which is
located in the building's basement
·
"A Public Safety officer pushed the dump-

we· re convinced he· s woddng
very hard to try to keep that in
the budget for us," Wall said.
''We' re excited about possibly
providing more quality teachers
in the classroom through this
grant. and we hope it stays in
the budget."
Joe Baust, Center for Environmental Education director,
said he a lso is confident Whitfield will be able to come
through for Murray State.
" I implicitly believe Congressman Whitfield will do all
in his power to preserve the
project," Baust said. "As he
stated. the future of the United
States relies in training the
teachers in methods that would
help them increase math and
science literacy in our state by
using the environment. We
continue to be excited and we
look: forward to getting the
fruits of Congressman Whitfield's efforts in our behalf."
Baust said other Kentucky
universities involved in the
project hope the grant will
remain in the budget so the
long-term goal of helping students in Kentucky schools is
not lost.
"Education continues to be a
long-term investment in our
future. and we must never lose
sight of the fact that even dur·
ing financial trying times. children gain or lose on the basis
on how we interpret the needs
of cutting funding versus
investing in the future of the
children of Kentucky," Baust
said.
Both Wall and Baust said
while all the universities in the
project are resolved to see the
project succeed, it would be
nearly impossible for the
desired results of the Center to
be accomplished without the
grant money.
"There's just so much you
can expect from administrators
and faculty," Baust said. " (The
project) cannot be done on the
backs of people whose agendas
are already overloaded without
help. These fund!-~ provide a
commitment to carry out and
improve teaching and learning
at the University level . which
translates to bener teaching and
learning at schools across the
Commonwealth."

:

m<1res living on campus to purchase
a meal plan offers Food Services the
financial stability to provide the services available to students. Benriter
said.
··It's strictly financial," Benriter
said. " If the meal plans were voluntary for freshmen and sophomores.
normally, you would lose a lot of
people that way."
When the cost of meal plans are
determined, Benriter said missed
meals are taken into account.
" It's called the absentee
figure.'' Benriter said. "We
know that students are
going to miss so many
meals. Of course, if they
don't eat their meals,
then we don't produce
as many. and that cuts
our costs down ...
Benriter
said

ster out of the building." Walls said ..and the
fire was put out with a booster line off engine
one.·•
Walls said the fire caused no serious damage to the building.
"The dumpster was damaged and there was
some light smoke damage. but that's all,"
Walls said.
Although there was no serious damage. resident advisors and students took the incident
seriously.
"You know how serious it is by the way the
firemen act.'' said Tracie Davis. freshman
from Franklin, Tenn. "This time (the firefighters ) were all running around."
Julie Pemberton. desk supervisor at W hite

College, said RAs make sure all students are
out of the buildins by knocking on doors, taking counts and checking the master list of residents.
-....__
''W ith fire drills, people tend not to take
them seriously. If there is a real fire and they
know about it, it usually takes about two or
three minutes to evacuate the building." Pemberton said. "If we suspect someone is in
their room, we make sure to go get them out."
Even without being notified by RAs. many
students knew the alarm was serious.
''The ninth floor was really smoky and we
just walked out," said Amanda Sayne, sophomore from Russellville. "But on the lower
floors, people were running down the steps."

New state I.D.s discourage deception
STAFF REPORT

Underage students with dreams of hitting
the bars with fake l.D.s may have to rethink
their process.
A new state-implemented system will bring
Kentucky up to the technological standards of
the majority of the nation with digitized I.D.s.
Circuit Clerk Vicki Wilson said the new
I.D.s will be practically impossible to fake .
"There will be no way to fake this," Wilson

said. "The driver's license goes through the
computer. Its just like a credit care!."
Wilson said the new l.D.s. unlike the old
laminated ones, will have scannable bar codes
where information will be stored. including
an image, birthdate and social security number.
Wilson said. among other things, there is a
higher picture quality with the digital system.
"The picture quality is much better," Wilson said. ''If you look: a.t a Polaroid picture

and look at a digital picture. the clarity and
everything is much better."
Wilson said the "Under 21 .. I.D.s will have
a distinguishing feature to differentiate them
from I.D.s for those who are older than 21.
"The 'Under 21' I.D.s look totally different,'' Wilson said. "They're vertical. At one
glance, anyone will know who is under 21.
You don't have to look for birthdates."
Wilson said the price for purchasing a new
driver' s license is $8, the same as before.

I
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Seminar raises awareness
of terrorism protection
The Murray State University
Small Business Development
Center and the Murray-Calloway
County Chamber of Commerce
are sponsoring a seminar called
"Safeguarding Against Terrorism" on Monday from 6 to 8 p.m.
in the Curris Center Barkley
Room.
Jeff Steen, Murray State's
environmental coordinator and
Murray-Calloway
County's
Office of Environmental Management director, will speak
about anthrax/biological and
bio-chemical warfare, nuclear
terrorism and potential threat
analysis.
Maj. Jim Bryant of the U.S.
Army, a small business owner,
will discuss business' preparation for a possible terrorist threat.
Tickets to the seminar are $25.
For more information call 270762-2856.

Career Fairs to be held
in Curris Center
Murray State Career Services
wiU have the 2002 Spring Career
Fair and Summer Job Fair from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Feb. 28 in the
Curris Center.
The Spring Career Fair will be
on the Curris Center third floor
and the Summer Job Fair in the
dance lounge on the second
floor.
Students should dress professionally and bring resumes.
For a current list of participants, go to campus.murraystate.edu/services/career services/careerfair. htm I.

For more information, contact
Career Services at 762-3802, by
e-mail at career.services@murraystate.edu or visit Ordway Hall
room 2 10.

University staff members
meet with state legislators
Paul Radke, school relations
director, and Rosanne Radke,
staff congress secretary, lobbied
for the American Cancer Society
in Frankfort on Jan. 29. with
hundreds of other volunteers.
The Radkes met with legislators to gain support for the American Cancer Society's legislative
priorities, such as increasing the
Tobacco Excise Tax and continuing to allocate funds from the
Master's Settlement Agreement
to prevention and cessation programs.
For more information on the
American Cancer Society, call l800-ACS-2345
or
visit
www.cancer.org.

WKMS to air series
on significant artists
Murray's National Public
Radio affiliate, WKMS 91.3 FM,
wil1 present a four-part series on
the achievement of significant
African-American artists titled
"Beyond Category: AfricanAmerican Artists in the Concert
Hall''.
The series will begin at 7
tonight with "Duke Ellington and
the Harlem Renaissance." 'Wynton Marsalis: All Rise" will air at
7 p.m. on Feb. 15, "Harry Belafoote: The Long Road to Freedom" on Feb. 22 and ''Bobby
McFerrin: Witness 2002" on

March l .
WKMS also will air a two-part
documentary about the AfricanAmerican struggle for civil
rights. " Radio Fights Jim Crow"
will air today and "Remembering
Jim Crow" on Feb.l5, both at
noon.
For a WKMS program guide
call 1-800-599-4737.

Marketing workshops
Offer business advice
The Murray State University
Small Business Development
Center and the Murray Calloway-County Chamber of Commerce are co-sponsoring an
informational series of workshops geared toward the marketing needs of the small business
community.
The second in the series, ..Creative Advertising and Promotion
Strategies," will be offered Feb.
18 with the third topic, ••Managing Employees and Customer
Service," on Feb. 25. Both programs will be from 6 to 8 p.m. at
the Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce.
The speaker for each of the
workshops will be Steve Dublin,
a department of management,
marketing and business administration instructor.
There is a $25 fee per person.
Seating is limited and preregistration is required.
For further information. ·or to
preregister, contact the Murray
State Small Business Development Center at 762-2856.

Campus Briefly is compiled by
Taylor Ewing, assistant news
editor.

Editor In Chief: 762-6877
News: 762-4468
College Life: 762-4480
Opinion: 762-4468
Sports: 762-4481
Advertising: 762-4478
Fax: 762-3175

E-Mail:

the news@murraystote.edu
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I
Nominate your favorite teacher for the. . .
I
I
I
For Outstanding Classroom Performance
I
I
I PLEASE COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION
I I , - - - - - - - - - - - , would like to nominate
I
I
11. In what department does the faculty member teach?
I
.
I

I
I
I
I
I

I

I
I
I

12. Have you had them m class?
13.

If so what class?

Is he/ she readily available for assistance outside of class?

I

:4.

Friday, Feb.l

•

10:27 a.m. A non-injury accid~nt occurred in front of
Springer College. A report was
taken.
3:40 p.m. A subject who had
been a victim of car vandalism
reported that she noticed additional damage, which had not
been included in the report.
11:54 p.m. A caller reported that
a car horn had been sounding
for 30 minu Les. The owner was
advised that the car would be
towed if the hom was not disabled within 15 minutes.

Saturday, Feb.2
12:57 a.m. Four men were reported running through Springer
College with something on their
faces. The subjects were gone
upon officer arrival.
1:01 a.m. Three males were
reported running through Clark
College, knocking on doors and
running into students. The subject were gone upon arrival.

Sunday, Feb.3
2:47 a.m. A citation was issued
when an officer observed a subject enter a Franklin College with
a stolen traffic barrel.
12:31 p.m. A caller requested an
officer cut the chains off two
bicycles that were in the way of a
Super Bowl party on the patio at
Clark College. The officer did
not cut the chains and advised
they ask the owners to move the
bikes.
2:00p.m. A student reported that
she had been receiving harassing
phone calls. An incident report
was filed .
5:35 p.m. Art supplies were
reported stolen. A report was
filed and is under investigation.

Monday, Feb. 4
3:20 a.m. An officer reported a
car had been vandalized. A
report was taken and the case is
under investigation.
3:00 p.m. A caller reported her
car had been shot with a BB gun
in the stadium parking lot. A
report was taken.
5:14 p.m. A subject reported his

car had been vandalized in the
Calloway lot. A report was
taken.
7:02 p.m. A fire in the dumpster
at White College was reported.
The case is open and under
investigation.

Tuesday, Feb.S
2:02 p.m. An officer found a plastic bag containing a green leafy
substance thought to be marijuana.
8:21 p.m. A fight between two
males in front of Blackburn Science Building was reported. A
report was taken.
9:37 p.m. A non-injury accident
was reported on Chestnut Street.
The Murray Police Department
was notified.

Wednesday, Feb.6
10:34 a.m. A non-injury accident
occured in the Calloway lot. A
report was taken,
12:57 p.m. A subject walked out
of Subway in the Curris Center
without paying his bilL
10:37 p.m. A resident adviser in
Hart College reported a suspicious smell in the hallway.
Motorist assists ·5
Racer escorts -8

Police Beat is compiled by Taylor
Ewing, assistant news editor, from
materials provided by Public Safety.
All dispatched caUs are 11ot listed.

"The Mun-ay State News" strives to be the University community's source for information.
Our goal is to present that infonnation in a fair and unbiased
manner and also provide a free and open forum for expression and
debate.
"The Murray State News" offers a hands-on learning environment
for those students inlerulecl In Jownallan or other fields relatlnc
to the prodbct:lon of a newtpaper.
The campus press should be free from censor$hlp and advance
approval of copy; and, its editors should be free to develop their
own editorial and news policies.

I
I

What qualities do you feel this teacher has that would qualify:

I
I
I

I
I
I

II

10:11 a.m. An officer helped a
subject locate a dog at Calloway
and Broach streets.
5:33 p.m. Two students were
stuck on an elevator in Hester
College.
10:57 p.m. A verbal warning
was issued for failure to illuminate head lights in the Curris
Ce~ter parking lot.

2:06 a.m. Several people were
turned in to the resident director
at Hart College for turning a car
alarm on and off.
8:14 p.m. A car was spray-painted in front of Hester College. A
report was taken and the case is
under investigation.

I
I
I
I
I
I

1

I
I
I
I
I

Thursday, Jan.31

I·

Ithem for this award for outstanding classroom performance?

I

• PoliceBeat

{Nominee must have four years teaching experience at MSU)
Student's Signature

Date

X

Major

Phone

RETURN FORM TO SGA OFFICE BY NOON, MARCH 1, 2002
PLEASE USE ADDITI ONAL SHEETS IF NECESSARY

1
I
I
I
I
I
II

L-------------------~
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One Block East Of Murray State
Campus On Chestnut Street.
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•world

•nation

•state
•· Skeletal remains under scrutiny;
officials say women murdered
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) - Skeletal remains
found in eastern Jefferson County by two teenagers are those of a homjcide victim who still has
not been identified, officials said.
The bones were found by two 15-year-old boys
who were picking up bottles in an area of eastern
Jefferson County off U.S. 60 between Floyds
Fork creek and Valhalla Golf Course.
The state medical examiner's office has the
remains.

Tnack hauling paint explodes;
officials temporarily close interstate
LOUISVILLE. Ky. (AP)- Three people were
injured and part of rnterstate 64 was shut down
for a time after a tractor-trailer loaded with drums
of paint and printing supplies turned over,
ex.ploded and burned in eastern Jefferson County, ofticials said.
The truck driver and passenger and a passer-by
who helped pull them from the burning truck
were injured, fire officials said.
ft was unclear what caused the wreck, which
occurred shortly after 7 p.m. Another vehicle also
was damaged, but it was not known bow.
When the truck flipped, it blocked all west- bound Innes of 1-64. Traffic also came to a halt
in the eastbound lanes. and officials closed the
entire interstate between Blankenbaker Park·
way and Hurstboume Parkway for a time. A
~ single eastbound lane was reopened about 9:30
p.m.

Sierra Club takes steps to sue
chicken fanns over emissions
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)- An environmental
· group is taking steps to sue four western Ken" lucky chicken farms, arguing that the fam1s
should be likened to huge factories that emit tox.ins regulated by the federal government.
The Sierra Club's lawsuit against the farms.
which are contracted by chicken giant Tyson
Foods Inc.• can come only after it serves notice to
Tyson and the farms. said Barclay Rogers, a San
Francisco-based anorney for the Sierra Club. The
60-day notice was mailed to the four farms and
Springdale. Ark.-based Tyson on Tuesday.
The suit would cite the federal Superfund law,
the·Clean Air Act and the Community-Right-ToKnow Act because of the excessive amounts of
ammonia and dust particles emitted by the farms,
Rogers said.

Student faces charges In
death of newborn son
NEW CONCORD, Ohio (AP)- A
college student was arrested Tuesday in the death of her newborn son
whose body was found in a trash bin
behind her home.
Jennifer Bryant. 21, of Frankfort,
was charged with involuntary
manslaughter, child endangering
and abuse of a corpse. the Muslcingum County Sheriffs Office said.
She was being held in the county
jail.
The baby. wrapped in a blanket,
was discovered about Monday night
in a bin behind the woman's home
across the street from Muskingum
College, Detective Lt. Steve Welker
said. An autopsy was planned.
Detectives who searched the
home said they foupd evidence
Bryant gave birth to the child inside.

Enron Internet venture
owes county back taxes
HOUSTON (AP) - Enron Broadband Services, a failed Internet venture of Enron Corp., owes Harris
County and other entities about
$440,000 in back taxes. county officials said.
Enron Broadband. which filed for
Chapter ll bankruptcy protection
on Dec. 26, neglected to list nearly
$15 million in telecommunications
equipment with its 200 1 taxable
property, county Tax. Assessor Paul
Bettencourt said in Wednesday's
Houston Chronkle.
The taxes were due Jan. 31, 2002.
Enron spokesman Mark Palmer
said bankruptcy does not preclude
lhe company from paying taxes.

Mailroom employee
shoots, kills co-worker
MOBILE, Ala. (AP) - A mailroom employee at the "Mobile Register" shot and killed one of his coworkers following an argument
Tuesday, authorities said.
The gunman was arrested at his
borne about a half-mile from the
newspaper's building in downtown

Mobile, police Cpl. Pat Mitchell
said. The victim, Christopher
Lawrence, 29, was pronounced dead
at a hospital.
The shooting resulted from an
argument between the two part-time
employees, said Register Editor
Mike Marshall.
Ohio police said the suspect. Roderick Seals, was charged with murder.

Navy suspends search
for missing sailor missing
NORFOLK. Va. (AP) -l'he Navy
on Wednesday suspended th~search
for a sailor missing from the
nuclear-powered aircraft carrier
USS George Washington.
The Norfolk-based ship was training off the North Carolina coast
when Seaman Apprentice David
Wilse Parkhurst was reported missing Monday.
The crew searched the ship. and
the Navy and Coast Guard searched
the water but did not fmd anything,
said Mike Maus, a spokesman for
the U.S. Atlantic Aeet's Naval Air
Force.
Parkhurst, 19, of Rogersville, Mo.•
had been in the Navy for one year and
five months. He reported to the
Washington in August and was
assigned to the deck department but
was working temporarily in the ship's
galley as a food service attendant.

Judge sentences man
to five months in prison
HUNTINGTON, W.Va. (AP)- A
CabeU County man will spend five
months in prison for threatening to
kill President Bush.
Roger W. Deal, 43, of Ona was
sentenced Tuesday in U.S. District
Court in Huntington.
He pleaded guilty in November to
threatening to kill a candidate for
president of the United States. Deal
made the threat at the Barboursville
Mall on Sept. 30, 2000.
Bush was gO'femor of Texas and
the Republican presidential nominee at the time. He campaigned in
Huntingtort,on Oct. 2, 2000.

Alpha Delta PI
jennifer Gourley
Emily Keal
Jamie jones
JIU Krahwlnkel
Heather Tyree
christina Ebelhar
Lisa schaplra
Melissa Watters
Kelly Bass
jessica Fletcher
Melissa Watters
Brlanne Klamer
KeiUe Rahija
Erin Emington
Krista zurkamer
Brlanne Klamer
Kelly Purcell
Jessica Byassee
Amanda Pate
Krista zurkamer
Stephanie Daniel
Allison Clark
Chantla swift
Lori Kaegel
Amanda Pate
Lori Kaegel

Murray state universitY student Ambassadors
Amanda Pate
Melissa watcers

congratulations to tile Jollowfng sisters for
makJng tile Dean's List.
.
Natalie Beavin
Lori Kaegel
Emily Keal
KeUy Purcell

KelliRahlja
Lacey Robertson
Lisa shaplra
Lynsey walters

Cefe6rating 150 !Years ofSisterfwo{

KABUL. Afghanistan (AP) _
Security forces on Wednesday
detained 17 fonner members of
the TaJjban, Afghan national radio
and television reported.
The security forces were questioning the men, Afghan television reported. The reports also
said four Pakistanis were arrested
along with the suspected Taliban.
but did not elaborate
Security forces of the interim
government of Prime Minister
Hamid Karzai have been struggling to restore order in the capital
foUowing the fall of the Tali ban in
November.

Police closer to finding
kidnappers of reporter
KARACHL Pakistan (AP) - As
Pakistani authorities closed in on
his suspected kidnappers, the wife
of reporter Daniel Pearl pleaded
again Wednesday for his release.
"This is an innocent man, with an
innocent wife and an unborn
son," she said
Authorities arrested three men
suspected of sending e-mails that
contained photographs of the
Wall Street Journal reporter who
disappeared Jan. 23 and seized the
computer they used, police officials said on condition of
anonymity.
At least one of the men said
they got the e-mails and photographs from Sbeik Omar Saeed,
a prominent Islamic extremist
released in a 1999 hljacking of an
Indian Airlines plane to
Afghanistan, a Karachi police
official said
A U.S. State Depanment official, also speaking on condition of
anonymity, said Pakistani police
are searching for Saeed.
Pearl. 38, the Journal's South
Asia correspondent, was last seen
Jan. 23 on his wa.y to meet a Muslim fundamentalist contact at a
Karachi restaurant.
The top government official

involved in the case said authorities now know the identity of
Pearl's kidnappers and that he
believes the reporter is still alive.
He said investigators, aided by
the FBI. have been working
around the clock. But he refused
to say who was behind the kidnapping or reveal other details.

World donors pledge
$10.3 billion in aid
SHARM EL SHEIK, Egypt
(AP)- Egypt's allies and international agencies pledged $10.3 billion in aid over three years for the
key Mideast nation, participants
at a donors' conference said
Wednesday.
The pledge demonstrates lhe
world's interest in Egypt's stability. The country of 67 million,
which signed a U.S.·brokered
peace treaty with Israel in 1979. is
seen as a l-ey mediator in the
Israeli- Arab conflict.
Most of the $10.3 billion was
pledged by the United States Egypt's biggest foreign donor and the European Union, the
World Bank and the International
Monetary Fund. according to Saad
Nassar, governor of the northern
Fayoum region and an Egyptian
delegate to the conference. He said
about half woutd be given as easyterm loans and the rest as grants.
The money will suppon economic growth, job creation, health,
basic education, democracy and
community participation, environmental management and infrastructure development.

British officials ask
,rivals to postpone talks
ISLAMABAD, Pakistan (AP)

British Defense Secrelal)' Geoff
Hoon on Wednesday called on
nuclear-armed India and Pakistan to bold talks on reducing
tensions, which have soan:d
since a massive military build-up
by both ~;des along their border.

'"We want both sides to step
back from the brink of conflict.· •
Hoon told reporters after meeting
with President Pervez Musharra.f
and other Pakistani officials.
The last two months have
raised fears of a new war
between the countries. following
a Dec. 13 attack on the Indian
parliament that India blames on
Pakistan-based militants fighting
for the secession of the Indiancontrolled ponion of Kashmir. ·
Fourteen people were killed in
the attack, including the five
assailants.
Tensions also were stoked by
India· s test last month of a new
nuclear-capable missile..

China reopens embassy
in Afghanistan
KABUL, Afghanistan (AP) China on Wednesday reopened itS
embassy in Afghanistan. eight
years after closing it in 1993 amid
fighting whose scars are still visible at the diplomatic mission.
At the opening ceremony, China's vice foreign minister, Wang
Yi, offered support for the interim
government of Prime Minister
Hamid Karzai.
China in January promised
$150 million in aid to the new
government after Karzai. during a
trip to Beijing, promised to hand
over any Chinese lslamic militants caught in Afghani~tan.
The aid and the embassy
reopening reflect Beijing's
desire to have influence in its
western neighbor especially as
U.S. influence in the country is
growing.
Yi and Abdullah spoke in
front of the embassy's main
building. which has been extensively renovated. The embassy's
nearby second building is filled
with bullet holes and its entrance
and windows are piled with
sandbags.
World Britifly is compiled by
Marci Owen, news editor.
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New look for new licenses
Our View
ISSUE:

T

K

What Olympic sport
are you looking
forward to watching?

KENTUCKY IS
SWITCHING TO
THE NEW
DIGITIZED
LICENSES.
POSITION:
THE NEW I.D.s
ARE
UNATTRACTIVE,
BUT PRACTICAL.

"The slalom.
I like to
watch
skiing."
BuNTDouN
Nnior. LouiSVII~

"Bobsledding."
KATHtiYN C ASIN
IHHIIor, Paducah

Unfortunately. it's probably
about time.
01' Kentucky is finally joining
lhe J.D. revolution and switching
from its backwoods, coffeestained-yellow, laminated driver's license to the . new
scannable. credit-card-like "name
tags of lhe future." '
Most other states have already
made the transition to the digitized drivers licenses. yet once
again, Kentucky is just a little
behind the times.
Due to the difficulty of forg ing
the new digital I.D.s. underage
students may find themselves out
of luck when they need a fake to
get into a bar. However. the new
licenses could provide some other
forms of entertainment.
First, underage students can
amuse themselves in class by
turning lheir new license around
and around- ''under 21" I.D.s are
vertical rather than horizontal.
Secondly. they could think
about what government graduate
got paid to think up the catchy
new phrase across the front of the
license: "Kentucky. it's THAT
friendly."
Or, they could just hope that if
Kentuckians are "that" friend ly,
the bars will let them in anyway.

f

PO I LOOK J. JK£ I'M STUf'JDf?
••
TAKE YOUR 11ULLET AND

YOUR FAK£ J.D. BACK
To KENTVCK~ BOY!

Students need path from stadium
In My
Opinion

"Figure
skating."
J

LYNDIA MATHEWS
junior, Ft. Campbell

" I like iceskating."

KYSER
LOUGH

RONZA CHILDIIlESS
junior. Paducah

"THERE ARE
NO CLEAR
DISADVANTAGES
TO THE
ADDITION OF A
PAVED
Jenny Hahn/The

New.~

WALKWAY, SO
WHY HASN'T IT

BEEN DONE
ALREADY?"
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I know every freshman has an
opinion about having to park our
cars all the way down at the statlium parking lot and having to
walk all the way back up to the
residential colleges and how
unfair it is.
Like them , I abo have an opinion on our purple-tag pilgrimage.
However. I am not going to
groan and whine about the
unfairness of it all, because I
believe that making us park
down there is cenainly reasonable.
My problem comes from the
actual walk that we must take to
get to and frorn our cars. Let me
tell you about a walk J had to
take one night.
It was 10:30 p.m. and I was
driving from Wibon Hall to the
stadium parking lot This was
during one of the typical Murray
monsoons. and the pouring
rain made it

Courts and risk getting hit by
cars trying to navigate the narrowf windin·g road.
I chose the second , safer
option of trudging through the
grass. It seemed impossible to
accidentally step in every single
puddle on the way back, but I
think I pulled it off pretty well.
Finally arri1.ing at Hester, I surveyed my situation : wet. That
was when I realized something
had to he done.
During inclement weather.
counties-: freshmen still must
trudge down to the stadium
regardless of how messy it is
outside. When we are on the
sidewalk'>. it is okay, hut therein
lies the problem. The entire walk
to the parking lot is not paved,
nor
is
~
....

especially when the problem can

walk on the sidewalk to the
.space between S pringer and
Murray State recently buill
~
Franklin
Cola very nice paved walkway ~~ ~ lege, and then
running from the back parkr- - ~
take the new
ing lot of Springer all the
f I"'\ •
~
path all the
way across the football
way down
to where it
practice field to the
Regional Special Events
met existCenter. It makes going to
ing
sidebasketball games a heck
walks that
of a lot easier.
lead
to
So why can't they build
the parkus a similar walkway to the
ing lot. Not
stadium parking lot? There
only would
is obviously more foot trafit be quickfie going that way any,er, but we
way. 1 propose two paved
might even
walkways that would
stop commake our walk a lot less
plaining so
of a hassle, and define a
much about
having to take the
clear path to the
walk.
parking lot. The
There are no clear disadvantages to the addition of
~
the paved walkways, so why '
~
hasn't it been done already?
there
How long will it take before we
..
can bt.' guaranteed a gry walk
~
a well-defined path,
from the parking Jot on rainy
so we are forced to first
~ither risk getting hit
walkway would run from the days?
almost
~ -e.
by cars and -;plashed space between Springer and
Sure, we could always ask for
impossi~ ~
by tires or to go Franklin College all the way a ride from an upperclassman.
bit to see.
~<'~ <?o
~ ahead and soak across to the stadium parking Jot. but why should they have to go
I parked my
' \ \...,
ourselve~ up to It doesn't matter how straight or and do that when all Murray
car and began
::t.o -:3the
knees curvy it is. as long as it gets us State has to do is build us a small
paved path?
the long jour~/~'l..
while mud- there on hard pavement.
The other walkway would run
Go ahead and plant flowers
ney up to the
+-. ~
•
dying up
residential col~ ~-:>. ;:;o u r a longside the road that leads along it, or even throw up anothe,~~
~ shoes. from College Courts to the stadi- 1er white fence, but all I ask is
leges.
There were two
N o um. Along with making the walk that Murray State lay the pavedifferent paths I could
stu- to the parking lot much easier, it ment so freshmen can have the
have chosen to get to
~
•
d e n t would also help students having right to a safe and easy walk to
Hester College. since
~ should to walk to Roy Stewart Stadium the parking lot.
there is no defined path leadbe forced for athletic purpo~cs, such as
ing up to the north residential
to have to take crew and rifle practice.
complex. The lirst was to walk this kind of messy and unsafe
Once the paths are in place, all KyJer l.nugh is a staff writer for
the road that leads to College walk just to get to his or her car, a frec;hman would have to do is "'Tize Murray State News."

~

f

be fixed so easily!

•
#
..

WI

• YourOpinion
Student assesses new president
during residential college forum
To the Edtlor.
As I walked into Frc~d Curd Auditorium
Tuesday night for Unhersity President F.
King Alexander ' forum on Residential
Collegt!s, I realized 11 was not my kind of
room. It was too cheerful. too predictable
and way too !'Iober.
I was out for blood, but the mood wa., not
right for a confrontation. Thi~ is no time to
be publicly humili,ated, I tht,ught. Skunks
like me don' t work well when we're oulnumhcred. It's not our garne. I was going to
have to bide my ume and be patient. Soon
enoug h. another opportunit)' would prc-.ent
itself.

The evening went by without a glitch.
Our wonderful president .;poke with a distmguished swagger. There wa... never a
scent of conflict, disdain or fe~u at any time
Juring the forum.
When asked ahout the possihility of a
new Wellne'>s Center. he replied with his
thoughts on how it would benefit the <>tudent~. It doesn' t take much for anyone to
figure that out . He swayed around the actual question by telling the crowd what Lhey
wanted to hear.
This is a trait that all politicwns possess in
some form or another. President Alexander
did the same when asked about campu!>
expansion and the renovation uf our current
dilapidated residential colleges. lie maile
strong and concise poinLo; ~to \\hat should
be accomplished, but never gave any real
concrete ano;wer.. .

An arduous task confronts President
Alexander. He claims he will be a pro-student pre-;ident even though his father. former President Kern Alexander, was notorious for having a tainted relationship with
the student body.
He claims he will help propel Murr.ty
State into the realm or other presttgious univer~ities. He daims he will perpetuate reasons for students to remain on campus. thus
alleviating its current "suitcase" college
reputation.
These will not be easy ta~ks to accomplish. I can honestly say I do not pride
myself on being a member of this University. although I wish I could When ~ople
ttsk me where I attend school. I shrug and
reply. "Somewhere in Kentucky."
Are we here at Murr.ty State on the verge
ol becoming a revered and respectt!il estab-

lbhment as President Alexander claims we
are, or is he just another freak in the freak
kingdom?
Jesse Thoeming
Junior
Okawville. Ill.

Write to us
''The Murray State News" welcomes commentaries and letters to me editor. Leners
should he 300 words or fewer and must be
"igned. Contributors .should include
addresses and phone numbers for verification. Pleac;e include hometown, classification. title or relationship to the University.
''The Murray State News" reserves the right
to edit for style. length and content.
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Big bully MSU steals lunch ·money
In My
Opinion

ERIN
RICHARDS
"MURRAY
STATE HAS
QUIETLY
FOUND THE
BEST WAY TO
MILK STUDENTS
FOR CASH,
AND IT'S
THROUGH
FOOD, NOT
BOOKS OR.
TUITION." •

Most of us do it in the morning. Most of us oughbred 15 plan costs $4.50 per meal, which
do it in the afternoon. We usually do it in the is still more expensive than most fast-foodchain prices.
evening.
The real scam occurs when a student purSometimes, if we feel like it, we do it more
some days than others. So let's face it: we all chases food from Fast Tracks or the T-Room.
love to eat. It's one of those basic human Even if one roughly averages meal prices
across the board to be around. say, $5.25 per
needs that drives us in day-to-day functions.
And, it's supposed to be enjoyable. Yet ever meal, when one goes to the afore mentioned
since I came to college, I've struggled with the locations. he or she can only use $2.70 during
fact'that Murray State requires me to eat ... not breakfAst. $3.30 for lunch and $3.70 for dinnormally a problem, except that it's on the- ner.
University's terms, not mine.
So, at these al a carte locations, the UniverAs a sophomore who still live!~ on campus, I sity pockets anywhere from approximately
grudgingly signed up for my last meal plan · $1.55 to $2.55 per meal. If I am paying $6.19
during spring scheduling, wincing at paying per meal, I should be able to order $6.19 worth
$693 for food I don't particularly like or want of food every time I frequent Fast Tracks or
but am required to buy. Nobody expects col- the T-Room.
lege cafeteria food to win any awards, but the
problem with Murray State's food service Inflexibility benefits University;
goes beyond Winslow Dining Hall's soggy
broccoli and the Thoroughbred Room's per- fails t o accomodate students
Murray State's failure to offer a logical
petually stale cornbread.
explanation
for the extraordinary meal:prices
Murray State has quietly found the best way
and the students' inability to purchase the
to milk students for cash, and it's through
food, not books or tuition. For two whole amount of food equivalent to what they have
years, the University traps students by charg- paid leaves a sour taste in my mouth.
When presented with the figures, food sering them premium prices for antiquated eating
vice
director Bill Benrtter said the "flexibility"
facilities that lack variation and flexibility.
This school may be rated a "best buy" col- provided by offering more than just one dining
lege by "U.S. News and World Report" maga- hall drives up the price of meals.
However, I view Murray State's culinary
zine, but a deeper investigation of its meal
options as anything but flexible. There are only
plans shows Racer food service is anything but
three places to eat on campus: Winslow, Fast
a deal.
Tracks and the T-Room, the latter of which
does not serve dinner and does not serve to
'Pay more, get less,' describes
any underclassmen who do not live in White
Murray State Racer food service or Regents Colleges.
By dinner time, a student' s options come
First and second-year students must choose
between the Racer plans, seven, 10, 15 or 19 down to, 1. a microwaveable meal from Fast
meals per week where unused meals are lost at Tracks or 2. two options for a "main course"
the week's end, and the Thoroughbred plans, from Winslow.
These main courses seldom vary from week
with the same breakdown minus the 19-aweeker where unused meals carry over each to week. For instance, "Italian Tuesday"
week. With the T-bred seven plan, students almost always serves spaghetti, lasagna,
pay $693 for 112 meals. Dispersed over 16 shells, manicotti (rarely) or chicken. Surely
weeks, this breaks down to a pricey $6.19 per there are more than just five Italian dishes that
meal. The T-bred I 0 plan costs $6.03 per can be mass prepared week to week.
Serving times also extinguish any aspect of
meal.
Murray State's senseless board-plan prices "flexibility.'' After a year and a half here, I
are no deal to students. Essentially, students still miss meals frequently because Winslow
who purchase the more expensive plans could closes at different times during the weel< and
eat nightly dinners at nearly every reasonably the time slots for eating are so narrow at all
priced restaurant in town for less than what it locations.
costs for one meal at Winslow.
The T -Room does not serve dinner, and Fast
Tracks won't offer an explanation
as to why it only accepts board
plans until 7 p.m. when it doesn't
1b ~with other universltiet Murray State shoufd close until much later.
'Murray State improved Fast
dissolve Us anti®~ and expensive fOOd service'~
Tracks this year by keeping the
Contracted seniQ1s p.oytde Yartoul culiriaty ~
location open until 11 p.m. (and it's
(lncluding'"fOod-cowt-like" ~)in which~ c:tn about time: students still get hungry
use amal plan for whatever they choose 10 eat Racer Food after 8:30 p.m. when Winslow closes), but they still won't extend the
~ exisls because the Unive.sity qn~ to keep ll$
plan usability times.
flnancial".hand in the ~II not~ it is~ with board But
why should they? After
offerin&students quality focxl for an economkal ~·
all, Murray State makes a bigger
If the Onlvemty rd'ules to switch to a contracted~ profit from its meal plans if students aren't able to use all of them.
it should at least consider the foDoWtrlg revisions to •
The fact that students cannot puraecomodate stWieJ\1$' neerk
chase more than one meal during
the same "eating period" operates
1. Allow students to use their meal plans at all dining
on the same philosophy.
locations, including Sun Set Strips, the Sugar Cube,
For example, students who
Dominus, and the Thoroughbred Room.
work and have classes on the south
of campus (i.e. Sparks HaU
2. Allow students to purchase more than one meal per end
workers, Business Building regueating period.
lars. hungry kids in the newsroom
and yearbook staffers in Wilson
3. Nobody should be required to buy a meal plan, but if Hall) have absolutely no establishthe University insists, reduce the requirement from
ments nearby in which to use their
required meal plans.
freshmen and sophomores to just freshmen.
If students who don 'l have
4. Allow students to spend the full price of their meal at time in their schedules to hike back
for lunch between classes or during
the ala-carte locations.
work could eat breakfast at
5. Extend all serving times. Keep the deli line open until Winslow in the morning, then head
Winslow Dining Hall doses. Keep Winslow! the T-Room, to Fast Tracks to buy a sandwich,
chips and a drink for lunch before
and Sun Set Strips open until at least 9 p.m.
class, it would be much more convenient.
6, Make Fast Track accept board plans until clusing
Not allowing students such as
time.
these to buy lunch until 10:30
In addition, buying a meal with cash or works to Murray State's financial advantage;
declining balance costs less than purchasing the student goes hungry and the University
meals with a meal plan. For example, the drops another $6 in its cash register.
meals on my plan cost over $6 each, yet with
declining balance, even the most expensive Premium prices should at least
meal at Winslow (dinneJ:) costs only $4.25.
Even a stranger unassociated with the Uni- buy students healthy alternatives
I wouldn't mind Murray State rolling in the
versity can walk into Winslow off the street
and pay less for his dinner (with cash payment, dough from our unused meal plans if it would
Winslow dinners cost $5.25) than students at least use some of its stolen funds to improve
with meal plans. Meal prices decrease when the quality and nutritional value of some of its
students buy a bigger plan, but even the Thor- food.

So What Should Be Done?

There's nothing college students crave more
than cheeseburgers and french fries, but after a
while, more nutritious meals are often sought.
It's nearly impossible to eat healthy on a regular basis with Racer Food Service, unless you
can be happy surviving solely on carrots, celery and fresh fruit from Fast Tracks.
This section will be debatable, but honestly,
it's hard to avoid the "freshman 15" when students are forced to eat weekly Winslow dinners for two years.
Perhaps 1 wouldn't mind paying the expensive meal prices so much if I didn't feel like I
was eating cheap junk food all the time. Case
in point: two weeks ago, Monday night's main
course at Winslow offered chicken drummies
or chicken fried steak, so, my options for a hot
meal were, deep-fat fried or ... deep-fat fried!
But it's not just that particular instance.
Winslow offers vege£arian alternatives like
garden burgers and com dogs, but a student
has to wait fifteen minutes while the workers
fry them in hot oil. Just because vegetarians
don •t eat meat doesn't mean they prefer "fried
anything."
In addition, Winslow boasts its salad bar.
which does offer fresh vegetables, but hardly
ever includes green lettuce. Iceberg lettuce is
cheap and not nutritious, and for more than $6
a meal, Winslow should be able to afford
Romaine. spinach or red-leafed greens, as well
as better-tasting low-fat dressings.
Yes, some fortunate students maintain themselves fine on tator tots and other fried foods,
but for the prices we pay, more healthy alternatives should be available if we want them.
Time after time, students lose interest in
their not-too-appetizing dinner and round off
their hunger with items from the dessert bar,
which, unfortunately, is about the only thing
that is consistently culinarily-pleasing at
Winslow.
I'm not advocating dropping the quality of
the sweets, but rather, raising the quality of the
other food to match it.
And it's not like the chefs at Winslow can't
cook. 1 was amazed freshman year with
Winslow's annual holiday dinner, which
served prime rib (it was even still pink in the
middle!), shrimp and baked potatoes. I asked
the Winslow employees what service they
hired to cook for the night, and I was informed
it was the same staff as always. So why can't
we have steak once in a while instead of a barren slice of ham or turkey?
But 1 know the answer: it's because preparing good food takes more time and money than
preparing junk food, and it' s time and money
Murray State doesn' t care to invest for the
well-being of its students.

MSU students missing out other universities -take the cake'

Students must take initiative to
save money, MSU shouldn't win
Every other school I investigated offered
more food for less money than what I pay now,
supporting the argument that Murray State
charges too much money for the food services
it offers. There is no reason for Murray State
to over-charge its students.
However, there are remedies (see side bar),
and I haven't even touched on the notion that
to keep up with other universities in its class,
this school should really build some new dining

locations. I understand that
of action would be implausible given
current budget cutbacks.
To get the most out of their food funds, students should know that solely keeping money
in a declining balance (no meal plan) is the
cheapest route. When a student purchases a
meal with his or her declining balance, breakfast, lunch and dinner are only $2.75, $3.50
and $4.25 respectively, which is much cheaper than a meal plan's average $6 per meal.
Additionally, students can get as much or as
liule as they want at any ala carte location and
only pay 'f~r that amount.
Juniors and seniors still buying meal plans
are wasting their money. By just having
declining balance, you only pay for what you
eat and you can request leftover funds be
mailed to you at the year's end.
Freshmen and sophomores, however, are
still trapped. Until Murray State plays fair and
offers us the choice of just having a declining
balance (or no meal plan requirements at all ...
but that would be too optimistic), the cheapest
way for us to gel by is to purchase the minimum board plan, and if those run out. pay for
everything else with declining balance.
Short of staging an all-out protest, this is
about the only way students can buck the system. Even an epic of a commentary such as
this one will probably fall on deaf University
ears. The administration will balk at changing
a system that "has worked" for so many years.
Yet many decades ago, slave labor and overthe-counter morphine ''worked" also - just
because something worked does not mean it
was right or fair.
I realize this food issue concerns first and
second-year students more than upperclassmen freed from the chatns of Winslow by
junior year. yet no Murray State student
should have to pay outrageous prices for food
just because every student before them did,
too.
Murray State must charge less or make
what's available worth our money. Our enthusiastic new University president. who professes to take the welfare of his students to heart,
now has a chance to flex his political muscles.
The problems have been brought forward,
and it's up to the University to fix them. Go
ahead. Murray State, we'll be waiting at the
dinner table for you.

Yet other universities comparable to Murray
State do invest time and funds into making
meal time an enjoyable, reasonably priced
experience for its students.
Meal prices at schools such as Southeast
Missouri State, the University of Kentucky
and Austin Peay University are far more reasonable than Murray State's.
SEMO boasts an average meal price of
$2.75, and on its Web site, explains how the
low cost results from the University's ·•... projection that not every student will eat every
meal available with a plan." Murray State
keeps its prices inflated despite this same factor.
Furthermore, SEMO charges Jess for meals,
and still offers more options. ll has one main
dining hall, a couple smaller restaurants and a
food court.
Even though all residential students at the
University of Kentucky must put money in a
"diner-account" (similar to Murray State's
declining balance). the average price per meal
($4.60) is still less than Murray State's.
UK also offers at least 10 different eating
locations, one of which is a food court with
almost a dozen fast-food suppliers. Granted,
UK is nearly twice the size of Murray State,
but cut UK's options in half and it still has
more culinary options than we have.
Even Austin-Peay University, which is most
similar to Murray in its "one main dining hall"
setup, only charges students $2 per meal on an
"unlimited plan," $2.83 per meal on a 10-meal
plan, and $4.05 per meal when using "Plusdollars."
[n addition, it keeps all of its different lines
(pasta, deli. homestyle, pizza) open during all
service hours, unlike Winslow, where a stu~ Erin Richards is the opinion editor for "The
dent can't get a sandwich after 6:30p.m.
'Murray State News."

Blackboard hinders users; reduces attention
In My
Opinion

RYAN
BROOKS
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-
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There are some things the world would just be
better off without. Hitler. The B-52's. Mullets.
Satan. Murray State's Blackboard system.
Students and professors alike have been putting
up with the nuisance for more than a year and a
half now. with little or no hope of any lights
being on at the end of the technology tunnel.
I'm sure all the people in the e-study office
have worked their little fingers to bloody stumps
trying to work all the bugs out of the system, but
there are still many things wrong. Some of the
problems with Blackboard aren't technical problems at all.
Many professors find thee-study site a conve~
nienl way to push off busy work on their students.
Assignments that would have been considered
ridiculous in the classroom several years ago are
now fair game because they are now e-busywork.

..

<

Let's assume students are forced into doing the
e-busywork. (These students will most likely fail
their e-study classes if they don't log on to the
site because 90 percent of the class work is only
offered online.)
There's a major problem here too. Thee-study
network is often so crammed with Murray State
students it is either impossible to log on or snail
mail slow once you do type in the magic password.
rm all for technological advances. It's a great
concept - being up to speed with the 21st century - but maybe Murray State should hold off a
few years on the whole classes through technology thing. Before implementing e-classes, e-discussions and e-homework, one would think Mur·
ray State tech officials would make sure the system can handle the University's students. After

tmreP5!"'LL!!!!U

em-

making sure the e-software can handle the traffic,
how about making sure it also works well on a
somewhat consistent basis? I don't know how
many e-assignments have been canceled during
the last few weeks because of e-communication
problems, e-traffic jams ore-nuclear meltdown.
The BIGGEST problem: 1 don't pay my tuition
to be taught via my 15 and a-half-inch monitor. 1
work very hard here at "The Murray State News."
When I put my nickels and dimes into my bank
account every two weeks. most of that money
goes right through my hands and into those of
Murray State's Cashier on the third floor of
Sparks Hall.
I wish my hard-earned money could buy me a
little quality-ume instruction from my beloved
professors. When I regtster for classes, I do just
that: register for classes. Not e-study classes. not

e-discussions, not e-homework.
lf I wanted to take classes over the Internet, I'd
register for Internet classes. They are available
for those students who wish to do so, but I'm not
one of them.
I'm sure many Murray State professors are just
as fed up with the University's not-quite-up-topar Blackboard system as I am.
Hats off to those who still believe in a little lnclass discussiOn. A big thank you to those who
o;pend time with their students in a classroom to
make sure they are properly educated - as oldfashioned as that may be.

Ryan Brooks is the associate editor for "The
Murray State News."
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New sorority to provide
community services
SEVERO AV1LA
STAFF WRITEit

Murray State's Greek system welcomed a new member at the start of
this semester when Gamma Sigma
Sigma sorority formed in December.
The sorority's creation process
,, began in September, but it was officially chartered on Dec. 8.
The organization was formed to
provide service to students at Murray
State and the Murray community and
to promote equality among the students on campus, said Gamma Sigma
Sigma President Rikki Hill, junior
from Murray.
"We hope to unite college and university students in the spirit of service
to humanity and to promote friendships among students of all races and
creeds," Hill said.
Gamma Sigma Sigma is not a member of the National Pan-Hellenic
Council or the Panhellenic Council.
Hill said this is because the sorority is
a service-based one.
"There are parts of their (Panhellenic and National Pan-Hellenic
Councils) by-laws that conflict with
our national by-laws," Hill said. "On
other campuses we belong to councils
with other service fraternities and
sororities, but since there aren't any of
those at Murray State, we're just independent of councils."
The sorority aims to perform any
service required by the campus or
community, said adviser Linda Hill·
Woolridge, educational talent search
education adviser.
"For example, the GED program

asked them to do babysitting so that
mothers could attend classes," HillWoolridge said. 'They've set up a
table to give out information on Diabetes, and on Friday (today), the girls
will be giving out hot chocolate at the
Curris Center, just as a service to the
students."
''They're even thinking about beginning a tutoring program for students
that need that service," Hili-Woolridge said. "These are the kinds of services we want to provide."
So far, the sorority has 10 members.
Hill said Gamma Sigma Sigma must
complete a minimum amount of service hours or risk losing its charter and
stressed the sorority is very different
from any other Greek organization on
campus.
'The biggest difference is that we
are a non-selective sorority," Hill said.
"We aren't allowed to tum away anybody regardless of race or sex. Anybody can be a member."
That statement, "anyone can be a
member," is eJtactly what makes this
sorority so unique. A sorority, by definition, is a society or club for women
at a college or university, but Gamma
Sigma Sigma's by-laws clearly state
that persons desiring to become members of the organization will not be
discriminated against because of race,
creed or sex. Technically, men are
allowed to join the sorority.
"'That has not been an issue yet," HillWoolridge srud "That is something we
will have to look into and disclL'lS. That's
not the fonnat of a traditional sorority,
but it's there in writing. so I don't want to
add or take away anything from that."
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Students raise funds for program
ADAM MATHIS
STAFF WRITER

Murray State international students are traveling to Jacksonville,
Aa., to help the underprivileged.
During Spring Break. 13 international and six American studenl'l are
participating in Habitat for Humanities' Collegiate Challenge, a program
providing housing to the underprivileged.
Collegiate Challenge was founded
in 1989 to provide students with an
alternative for Spring B'reak. Jeff
Jenkins, graduate student from Radcliff, organized Murray State students to participate.
"Over the long breaks, a lot of the
international students do not have
anything to do. I was trying to find a
way we could use their talents and
their initiative," Jenkins said.
" I am excited that there are a group
of students from all over the world

who are willing to give up their free
time to help someone in need." said
Tonya Moss, senior from Benton, III.
Collegiate Challenge also offers
personal benefits for participating
students.
"It teaches international students
the value that Americans put into
civic actions, volunteerism and community projects," said Michael
Basile, international studies director.
Approximately $230 is needed per
student for the program. To help
raise money, activities are being
organized, such as a Valentine raffle
in Facuhy Hall. Prizes include a gift
basket. donated by Wilson's Aorist.
and a $20 gift certificate donated by
Los Portales.
The Murray State Student Life
Office and Murray Rotary Club each
donated $500 toward expenses.
"One of our goals was to try to get
this as cost effective as possible,"
Jenkins said.

Karri Rubeck/The News

Nathan Roe, sophomore from Paducah, purchases a raffle dcket from Jeff Jenkins, graduate student from Radcliff.
Anyone interested in donating
funds to the students' expenses

should contact Jenkins at 7624113.

Instances of vehicle vandalism rise on campus
SEVERO AVILA
STAFF WRITER

On Feb. 2, Kristin Thomas'
car was vandalized in the Hester parting lot This is ooe of
several recent cac;es of vehicu-

lar vandalism on campus.
Thomas, sophomore from
Beaver Dam. resides in Hester
College, and returned there
around 8:45 Saturday night
after an outing with friends.
She said her Mitsubishi
Eclipse was parked in the Hester parking lot. but was among

many other vehicles parked
there. Upon returning lo her
car that night, Thomas found it
spray painted neon green.
"The paint was all over the
car," Thomas said. "There
were just big green lines
scribbled all over it. Apparently it had just been done
becalLc;e the paint wa~ still wet
in some places."
Thomas
immediately
called Public Safety. They
found the cap from the paint
can, filled out a report, then
left. Thomas said she was told

to use buffering compound to
remove the paint.
"My boyfriend's dad said
that might get it oul," Thomas
said. "So we went to the WaiMart, bought the .~tuff and
right there in the parling lot,
some friends and I worked on
it. and got most of it off.''
Ryan Monar, freshman
from Newburgh, Ind., parked
his car in the Stewart Stadium
parking lot on Jan. 29. He
received a call around II :30
p.m. thatbiscarhadbeenvandalized.

"'The right passenger window was shattered" Monar
said. "They tried to remove my
CD player. but only got the
face plate off il They ripped
out the back seat ruo well. I
guess they were looking for
speakers in the trunk.''
Monar filed a report with
Public Safety and is just now
getting his car back after
repairs.
These incidenl' are just a
couple that Public Safety is
inve\tigating. Public Safety
officials are hoping that dri-

ve!'li on campus will be more
alert and careful when parting
in the area. They advise drivers
to be alert of their surroundings while in the parlcing lots,
and to report any suspicious
activity immediately to Public
Safety. They also encourage
drivers to remove all valuables
from vehicles.
The
Murray-Callaway
County Crimestoppers is
offering a $100 reward for
information leading to the
arrest and conviction of the
perpetrators of these crimes.

Come one and all to our annual SfJrove Tuesday Pancake Supperl
Sponsored by the Outreach Commission and MSU Campus Ministry to benefit Habitat for Humanity International and the
college students trip to Georgia March 5-23 to participate in the annual Habitat College Cha11enge.

Tuesday, february 12, S-7p .. m. , St. Jo6H' s Parls6 tiall
Bring your neighbors, friends and co-workers to fatten up on sausage, bacon and pancakes filled with
such

trtasu rts

as blueberries and pecans.

You will be helping God work through us to enable a deserving family to find decent housing at an affordable price.

Murray State
vs.

Austin Peay
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SGA presents 'An Evening with Danny Glover'
BY EMILY BLACK
COlLEGE LIFE EDITOR

Over the years Murray State has
welcomed many guests to its campus
ranging from rock stars to terrorist
specialists, however, with its latest
guest the Student Government Association and Campus Activities Board
w ill move into new territory.
The SGA and CAB will present
"An Evening With Danny Glover'' at
8 p.m o n Feb. 14 in Lovett Auditorium.
"I'm very excited about this
event," said Travis Tandy, CAB
multicultural awareness chair. "It's
always good to see somebody that is

DANNY

GLOVER

•

in movies in person."
Glover will read selections from
Langston Hughes and Martin Luther
King Jr., speak of his personal experiences and take questions from tbe
audience.
Glover will be reading the works
of Hughes and King in celebration
of black history month. Hughes was
a poet. novelist. playwright, lecturer
and short-story writer. His most
famous works include "The Negro
Speaks of Rivers" and "Life Is
Fine."
Hughes was recently depicted on
a 34-oent stamp that celebrates the
25th anniversary of the United
States Postal Service's Black Her-

itage series and the centennial of the
writer's birth.
'1' m very interested to see how he
is going to do it," Tandy said. "1
think its going to be a very good
show, and I'm really looking forward to it."
Glover has been seen in more than
20 films since making his movie
debut in "Escape From Alcatraz" in
1979,
including
the
"Lethal
Weapon" series with Mel Gibson
and his most recent film, "The Royal
Tenenbaums."
In addition to his film career,
Glover was appointed- as a goodwill
ambassador for the United Nations
Development Program and received

an Honorary Doctorate of Fine Arts
degree from San Francisco State
University.
"We thought that we haven't had a
good SGA-sponsored lecture in
awhile," Billy Hansen, SGA vice
president, said. "When this idea p resented itself, we decided that this
would be a great opportunity."
Hansen said the event correlates
with the University's celebration of
black history month.
Although tickets to "An Evening
With Danny Glover" originally cost
$4, the SGA has made the event free
to the public.
"We looked at our current budget
and decided that this was something

we could do for the student body,"
Hansen said. "It is a gift to the University from the student body."
Although the event will be held on
Valentine's Day, Hansen said he
does not think attendance will be
affected negatively.
"It is a free sbow and we hope
people will take advantage of that
and try something new and take their
Valentine out to dinner and then
come to the lecture instead of going
to a movie or the usual same old
thing," Hansen said. "It is something
different for the students.;'
For more information regarding
"An Evening With Danny Glover,"
phone the SGA at 762-6951 .

Award-winning professionals New student ambassador group
lecture, advise students
to assist international students
on public relations practices
composed of upperclassmen interested
in helping foreign students feel more
comfortable in their new environment.
When Bowen Liu left his home on These ambassadors may help internathe opposite side of the world and tional students by giving tours, assistarrived at Murray State to begin his ing them to their adviser meetings or
college career, he experienced the typ- inviting them to campus activities.
"Often, international students don't
ical international student jitters.
" It was a strange place," Liu, fresh- feel like a part of our campus right
man from China, said. "I felt pretty away," Murphy said. "This organizalonely, and I wanted someone to help tion would put them in contact with
someone immediately.''
me with everything."
Liu agreed.
Those apprehensions are exactly
"I think it' s hard to get involved in
what workers in the international student office are trying to ease. After American activities," Liu said. "I
much discussion about the need for know a lot of internationaJ students,
more international student support dur- and they all kind of hang out with each
ing the newcomers' fllSt few days and other."
International student adviser Mark
weeks o n campus, the idea of creating
a group of international student ambas- Galloway said if American students
were to initiate contact, students from
sadors came into effect.
"When international students first other countries would feel more welarrive, they need more support in come. Galloway said Ashley Hailston
learning about things such as the resi- is the "driving force" behind the new
dential colleges, registering for classes organization.
Hailston, senior from Ho nolulu,
and bank accounts. T hey need a mentor, or a. buddy for awhile,'' Beth Mur- Hawaii, is looking for friendly, outgophy, international student adviser, ing, approachable and patient students
to become international ambassadors.
said.
"Some of these (international) stuMurphy described how currently,
when international students come to dents will have lots of English experiMurray State, her office picks them up, ence and others will have the bare mingives them a day or two of orientation imum. so you have to be patient and be
material, then lets them out on their willing to help these people out," Hailown. Intemational ambassadors will be stan said.
BY ERIN RICHARDS
OPINION EOITOR

BY TAYLOR EWING
ASSISTANT

News EDITOR

Award-winning public relations consultant and
Murray State graduate Darryl Annstrong and his
wife, Kay, spoke to public relations and journalism
students Wednesday night.
Darryl's lecture, ''The Quiet Revolution: Public
' Participation's Increasingly Important Role in Our
Society," emphasized the need for corporations
and public relations professionals to include the
community in their decision· making process.
"The public no longer trusts our representative
form of government or the authority that has been
bestowed to them," Darryl said. "The public has
decided they want to be directly involved in decisions that can impact them and their communities."
The Armstrong' s public .relations firm Armstrong and Associates, which is located near
Eddyville, is Kentucky's only full-service publicparticipation and public relations consulting firm.
Darryl said his firm encourages its clients to
involve the public in its decision-making as a
means of maintaining good public relations.
"Research and our experience in the past decade
document that when you don't actively involve the
public in decisions that affect their health. safety
and welfare, as it relates to their families and com-

munities, your organization will have spent more
time and money defending its decisions than getting badly needed work accomplished," Darryl
said.
'
Darryl said communities are becoming increasingly skeptical about whether the government and
major corporations have their best interesUn mind.
"(The public) doesn't feel its being properly represented," Darryl said. "There is a strong and persistent silent rebellion growing within our society
to become more democratic and inclusive."
The Armstrongs also advised students on the
skills necessary for success in the public relations
field, such as creativity, intuition, writing and networking skills.
"It is our network that creates opportunity. Our
work comes from people who refer people," Kay
said. "Build you network and work your network."
In June 2000. Armstrong and Associates was the
smallest public relations firm to receive the field's
highest national honor, The Silver Anvil. for its
work with Lockheed Martin in Burlington, Mass.
Tish Lyte, sophomore from Dyersburg. Tenn.,
said she attended the lecture to learn more about
her major.
"(The lecture) taught me there's a nicer side to
public relations than I though," Lyte said. "It
always seemed like you had to be deceiving and
hide the truth."

'

Hailston and others will lead an
informational meeting next week for
students to find out more about the
organization. Hailston said about 25
people have already seen the fliers on
campus and contacted her about the
new g roup. Applicants will be
screened and trained on how to deal
with questions international students
may ask.
The frrst test for the international
ambassadors will come in March when
the University receives a few new
English as a Second Language students. This will be the frrst pilot project: the second pilot will occur in
June.
''The program will be revised and
fully implemented in August when we
have a huge influx of new students,"
Murphy said.
If the project works as intended,
international ambassadors will not
only assist foreign students in their initial move to campus, but help them
integrate with American students and
other Unjversity activities.
"Hardly anything is done right now
for them," Hailston said.
Students interested in "doing something" for international students should
attend the international student ambassador informational meeting next
Tuesday at 7 p.m. in the Curris Center
Mississippi Room.
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I
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$9.95 for all at
www.123file.net
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Southside Shopping Center • Murr~y
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• THOUSANDS OF DVDs,&VIDEO GAMES •

RENT ANY 3 ITEMS FOR 2 DAYS FOR $7.95 •
• HUNDREDS OF VHS FOR SALE •
• BUY ANY 2 VHS AND GET ONE FOR FREE •

• WE SELL USED DVDs I GAMES •

M!iU TAI\11\111\16 SPECIAL
15
1 MONTH UNLIMITED..... UIIIIItllllllll$30
VISITSttttiiiiiiiiiUIIIIIIIIUirlltiiiUIIIII$30,

2,5% DISCOUNT ON ALL LOTIONS
OPEN
LATE 365 DAYS A YEAR' TAN tiL' 9:30
'

759-4944

1206 CHESTNUT ST.

MURRAY

Yangarra Park from Aust.
750 mL $9.98

Bailey's Irish Creme
750 mL $22.17
Bacardi Rum
1.75 LT $18.98

Flying Doggie Style Ale
$6.79 6 pk

Rolling Rock
$10.12 12pk

Sauza Tequila
1.75 LT $29.98

Cooks Champagnes
700 mL $4.99

Mike's Hard Lemonade
$6.84 6 pk

St. Paull Girl
$8.73 6 pk

Ushers Scotch
1.75 LT $25.96

Wild Vines blended
wines 1.5 LT $6.74
Rodney Strong Chard.
750 mL $12.99

Between The Sheets:
1/2 oz. Brandy
1o~. Bacatdl
1/2 oz. Triple Sec
1 oz. Lemon juice
1 cup cracked ice
Shake together & pour ewer loe

Slippery Nipple:
3/4 oz. Sambruca liquor
1/2 oz. Bailey's liquor
Splash ol Grenadine

"Niagra" i!i here
Romance in a bottle
§4.99 bottle
Guiness Stout
$8.27 6 pk

DNA Alcoholic Spring
Water $6.79 6 pk

Michelob reg. or Light
$9.79 12 pk

Amber Bock
$9.7912 pk

llama Red wine means
"I Love You" in Italian
700 mL$8.99
Skot Vodka
1.75 LT $9.98

Adam & Eve:
1 oz. Gin
1 oz. Cognac

1 oz.. Forbidden Fruit
Few drops of lemon juice

Combine with ice, shake,
strain over ice

Sex on the Beach:
1/3 oz. Smirnoff Vodka
1/3 oz. Mldott Melon Liquor
1 oz. Cranberry juice
1/2 oz. Orange jUJce
Pour over ice
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Attendance policies vary among instructors
BY BETH WHEELER
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

'

lowing breaks. Students received a
penalty of one credit hour, per class
absence, added to their graduation
requirements.
Bob McGaughey, '65 graduate journalism professor. said he. along with
most other students, followed the University's policy.
"It didn't cause me to change my
attendance pattern because I didn't'
cut," McGaughey said.
McGaughey did have a situation
where he was accused of skipping a
class. when he really did not.
"I had to take an extra hour my senior
year because my transcript showed that I
had cut a class in ROTC my freshman
year,'' McGaughey said ...The registrar
said if I got a note from the instructor
saying I did not cut (which I did not), it
would be excused. My instructor was
killed in Vietnam," McGaughey said.
"So l had to take an extra hour."
Shirley McAlpin, a '62 graduate,
could not recall the University's policy
for missing class prior to or after a
break. She did remember that if a student
missed three or more days, he or she had
to get a written excuse from the dean
before returning to class. McAlpin said
students with unexcused absences did
not get the chance to make up work and
ended up taking a zero.

The question in the back of the ·mind
of many students - "Why do we have to
go to class?" - may now be answered.
Helen Roulston, professor of English,
said students' class attendance positively affects their grades.
"My class lectures are designed to
help the students come to terms with the
material, often rather difficult, especially in the Humanities classes,'' Roulston
said. "I believe that regular attendance in
my classes. where students can listen to
what 1 have to say, should help their
learning el(periences and therefore their
grades."
To help faculty members establish
allendance policies. University officials
have devised an attendance policy outline that must be followed .
According to the 2001 Undergraduate
Bulletin. an instructor may establish
attendance policies for each class as long
as the professor states the policy in the
course syllabus, distinguishes between
el(cused and unexcused absences and is
consistent with University policy.
The idea of allowing instructors to
determine their own attendance policies
is relatively new and has been in practice
for the last two decades. When the UniMcAlpin was older than the traditionversity opened in 1925, faculty members·
al student and had a family. She said she
were not give much discretion.
According to the 1932 Undergraduate has always valued an education and
Bulletin, class attendance was consid- never skipped class.
ered from the first regular meeting at the
"1 was there to get an education,"
beginning of each semester. Instructors McAlpin said. "I needed to be prepared
were required to submit the names of as best 1 could."
absentees to the dean who managed the
All professors followed the Universinecessary disciplinary action.
ty's policy and expected students to be
The University attendance policy in class. McAlpin said her classes had
remained consistent throughout the '40s. good attendance because students were
The 1945 Undergraduate Bulletin said, afraid of missing out on lecture and
"Each student is el(pected to be prompt comments made during class.
and regular in attendance at classes and
By the '70s, the University had disa Chapel. The college does not recognize
continued the policy that added credit
any cuts from classes or from Chapel.''
hours to graduation requirements.
According to the 1972 Undergraduate
University attendance policies
Bulletin, students who were absent from
class one-fourth of the number of class
evolve through the years
In the '50s. the University decided on sessions received a failing grade. A stuan attendance policy that deterred stu- dent had to have extenuating circumdents from missing class prior to and fol- stances to be exempt from that policy.

Vernon's Pa

University administrators leave
policies up to Instructors
By 1986. University administrators
left attendance policies up to the instructor, but the students were still expected
to prompt and regular in class attendance.
Now, the University leaves all attendance policies up to the instructors.
Sandra Jordan, College of Humanities
and Fine Arts dean, said the University
allows individual faculty members to set
their own policies and allows flexibility
per course, not just per faculty member.
"In my opinion, the professor who
designs the course knows better than
anyone else bow many absences might
be acceptable in a particular course,"
Jordan said.
Jami Brumitt. senior from Lyon County, said professors in the education
department stress attendance and do not
allow students to make llp missed work
because of unexcused absences.
"In order to be a teacher, you have to
be on-time and there everyday," Brumitt
said.
Jo Robertson, professor of early childhood and elementary education, said she
expect<; and requires attendance from her
students. According to her syllabus for
SED 526, students must obtain approval
from the instructor, prior to the absence,
in order to make up work.
Robertson includes participation activities in her lectures. These activities are
worth a total of 30 points and cannot be
made up in the event of an absence.
Emily Pyle, senior from Murray, said
her professors in the science department
think students should be responsible for
themselves.
''The teachers feel that if you are in
class, you will benefit and learn the material,'' Pyle said.
Steve Cobb, physics and engineering
department chair, takes attendance regularly to monitor student performance.
"Intervention policies exist so that atrisk students can be contacted and encouraged to attend class,'' Cobb said.
However, Cobb does not make atten-

TODAY
take a look at all our jewelry.

10°/o off

When you mention you saw this ad
in the M urray St ate N ews
713 S. 12th • Murray • 753-7113

for more info contact 762-6951

Some grades suffer with
missed class attendance
While many University professors give
students the responsibility of class atten dance, there are some professors who
enforce attendance policies.
Meg Brown. modern languages department chair, allows up to three illnesses
and family emergencies only. According
to her syllabus for GER 101, if a studenl
misses one-fourth of the class meetings,
excused or unexcused, he or she receives
a failing grade.
According to her syllabus for ENG 101 ,
Melissa Carr, English professor, fails students who miss 25 percent of scheduled
class sessions.
Some professors deduct points for
excessive absences.
Roulston said she is supposed to lower
student's grades by one-third a letter
grade for each unel(cused absence more
than three. If students miss 10 class sessions. for any reason, !hey are supposed to
receive a failing grade in the course.
Roulston said the freshman English and
humanities committees determined her
attendance policies a few years ago.
"I realize that these policies can conflict
with the current University mandate that a
student who misses for Univeristyapproved functions, especially related to
athletics, must not be penalized." Roulston said.
Jordan said some students do not realize
attendance policies are in place to help
students succeed.
''The absentee policies are meant to create minimal thresholds of performance for
optimum teaching and learning to take
place," Jordan said.

If a student has excessive number of
absences, faculty members contact the
student and advise them to drop the
class.
"In my experience, excessive absences
from class are usually responsible for poor
performance. so one rarely has to fail a
student for not attending," Jordan said.
Jot;eph Baust, professor of elementary
and ~econdary education, deducts I 0 percenl of students' final grade for each
absence.
According Baust's syllabus for ELE
304. "Your absence will make it difficult,
if not impossible to learn the necessary
ideas and may, in some ways, impact what
others learn as well."
In Baust's class, students who miss
three cla~ses automatically fail the course.
"Since the class will work cooperatively in developing mathematical ideas, there
isn' t any such thing as an excused
absence,'' said Baust in his ELE 304
course syllabus.
Amanda Harper. ~ophomore from
Scottsville, attends class because she
learns more information that will be on
the tests. She said she feels attendance is
the responsibility of the student, not the
instructor.
Harper said her freshman year she went
through a phase when she did not a1teod
class.
'"Sleep was more importanl,'' Harper said.
Now that Harper's class attendance is
up. so are her grades.
Angela Harrison. sophomore from
Mayfield, said she usually goes to class
whether the instructor has an altendance
policy or not.
"When you pay $1,200, you might as
well get up and go," Harrison said.
Ed Armstrong. sociology professor,
does not require attendance, but said
about one-half of his test questions are
taken from material presented in class.
Armstrong said professors who have
attendance policies .are motivating students by the threat of punishment when
they :-hould be motivating students to
attend class by offering interesting lectures and videos.
Said Armstrong: ''A giant turnip could
show up regularly. Should the giant turnip
get points for <;bowing up?"

n Shop
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dance part of the grade.
"Students know that in my class. attendance helps them do better on the exams.
and therefore, attendance is not generally
a problem for a conscientious student,"
Cobb said.
McGaughey said he expects students to
be in attendance but does not penalize
them for missing class. In his JMC 168
class. McGaughey randomly gives unannounced quizzes that he uses to take attendance. If a student's grade is borderline,
attendance is used as a deciding factor.
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This Week
•friday
•Scribes and Vibes7 p.m., Curris Center
Sun Set Strips. Free
admission.

.
.!It

••

..

•Cinema International- "Billy Elliot,"
7:30 p.m., Cums

•

Center Theater. Free
admission.

•Diversity Dinoer7:30 to 10 p.m., Curcis Center third floor.
Free admission.

•saturday
•Exam-

ACT,

8

a.m., Business Building room 452.
•Exam- LSAT, 8:30
a.m., Ordway Hall
room 206. ·
•Quick Recall- Kentucky
Collegiate
Quick Recall League
Tournament, 9 a.m.
to 3 p.m., Industrial
and
Engineering
Technology Building.

•Ci.oema

Interna-

ZDrroB D1 OJIID'
With MTV's Dismissed. BUnd Da.te a.nd
other shows dependent on the compatibility
of two stra.Dgel'S being used a.nd abused for
audience eJ\loyment., we a.t "The M~
State News" couldn't help but get in on the
action for a. little pre-V&lentine's Da.y awlt·
wa.rd excursion. so ... m the spirit of great
American tra.sh culture (the k.ind tha.t really
makes you miss The Cosby Show), we decld·
ed to ta.ke a sta.b at (semi) reality entertain·
ment with ...

•CABCampus
Activities
Board
meeting, 4:30 p.m ..
Curris Center Tennessee Room.
•Glover Madness'The Color Purple," 6
p.m., Curris Center
The.ller. Free admission.
•Meeting- International
Student
Ambassador informational meeting. 7
p.m.. Curris Center
Mississippi Room.

•wednesday
•SGA- Student Government Allsociation
Senate meeting, 5
p.m., Curris Center
Barkley Room.
•Glover Madness"Pure Luck," 6:30
p.m., Curris Center
Theater. Free admission.

•thursday
•SGA- Love Calculator. 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.,
Curris Center Rocking Chair Lounge.
•Cinema
International- "A Hard
Day's Night." 7:30
p.m., Curris Center
Theater. Free Admission.
•SGA- "An Evening
With Danny Glover."
8 p.m., Lovett Auditorium. Free admission.
To post information
in the calendar phone
762-4480 or fax it to
762-3175.

th1nk I could oontinue to be fr1end8 with.
Damten• "She's cool a.s hell. We're ha.vtng a
great time, bUt it's kind of tough to find
wb&tever I'm try1Ilg to ftnd out over dtnner. She haS a cool personality. She's r a t

6 p.m., Wednesday night

First Impressions:
ausanne: "He's talkative. He's attractive. We
ha.ve a lot in common. we both did the
Na.tionaJ Student Exoha.nge. He seems down
to earth. He dresses nicely. He seems pretty
nice, so fa.r."

at oonversa.t10n. She's well mannered.
"
don't see a.nytlUng wrong with her at all.
:

mat's been disqussod.; "Our ambitions.
Where we've gone, where we're going.
Just kind of an introduction into each
other's uvea. As far as our personalities
o we're a lot alike. We're both pretty laid
~~k people. We both have a good sense of
humor. Our Uve.s ha.ve been quite a bit d1t·
ferent. We both ha.ve our passions. We both
have some plan of what we want to do for
our future. we both Uke a lot of the same
things."

Damian: "I think she's a.n a.ttract.ive la.dy.

7 :30 p.m..

•tuesday

t.b1ng seriOUS tn the next few years or a.eything. He's reallY fr18ndly. He's someone}

Operation Hookup

•sunday

•RCA- Residential
College Association
meeting, 5 p.m.. Curcis Center Barkley
Room.
•Glover Madness"Lethal Weapon 4." 6
p.m.. Curris Center
Theater. Free admission.

f).

IIl.BQ'be if the rlgb.t person comes along, we ll
settle down, bUt -we're not looldng for any·

She seems like she has a nice personallty.
She's not scared, not timid. She s~ms Uke
she takes ca.re of herself well. S~e s got an
attractive body. She looks good.

• monday

.

mg for. We're at the same point rtght now~

BY LoUII 8T.OX

tional- "Billy Elliot,"
7:30 p.m., Cunis
Center Theater. Free
admission.

•Rifle TournamentS a.m. to 2 p.m., Roy
Stewart Stadium. Free
admission.
•Bible Study- 9 a.m.,
University Church of
Christ
•Bible Study- Chi
Alpha, 9: 15 a.m.,
College
Elizabeth
back lobby. Rides to
the church of your
choice afterward.
•Worshlp Service- 7
p.m., Murray Christian
Fellowship
House.

.)

J.Vllddle of Din.ner:(Tom's Grille)
suzanne: "Good, vezy good conversation. ·
We're finding a. lot 1n common, a.ctually. We
were both vezy gl&d we're over 21. We were
both kind of worried we were gomg to get
set up with some 18-yea.r·old. He's vecy
friendly to taJk to. He seems vecy interestmg. It's going good so fa.r. Be said he
waterskis a. lot, a. professional type dea.l. I
don't professionally waterski, but I have
loved watersk1.1ng since 1 could walk. He's
vecy interested in what I have to ss;y about
me 1'iding my horses. We're both business
maJors."

Wba.t's been dlsmlSSed: "We talk~ about our
past relationships a.nd what they ve been
like a.nd where we are a.nd what we're look.-

8:15p.m.
End of night:
&usaJlDe: "I tb.inlt it went well. We had a
lot in common, a lot to talk about. He od
seems like a real niCe guy· I had a go

time. If it wa.sn't for the fact you guys
were 11sten1ng, it would have been tota.Uy,
completely comfortable. He was interesting
a.nd he had a lot of cool t.h1ngs he's done.
He wa.s interested in wha.t I had to say•
too. 1 k.ind of liked talking about the whole
relationship thing. It's klnd of tnteresttng
to know what a guy's perspective 1s. I like
to know stuff llke that. We both seem to
be very comfortable with each other. We
had a. good, relaXed conversation."

A continued Hooku'Q? "Ms;ybe. I don't

•
know. I guess 1f he a.sk.ed me out again, I d
robably go and give it another chance. It
~t be diff~rent, it might n~t be."

.

went really well, overall. I
enJoyed the evening. That's about all I' can
say. She had an open-mindedness about

Damtea• "It

her tha.t 1 really enJoyed. There were really
no awkward moments in the whole evening.
ThiS wa.s just kind of an introduction thlng.
Now I feel a. touch acquainted with her."

A continUed Hookup? "It's tough to ss;y
without talking to her. I had a wonderfUl
time I think she's a nea.t girl. We had a
great time taJldng. I wouldn't mind talking
to her again. It's tough to be intimate with
llOmeone until: you get to lql.ow them first.
It's tough to get any real feellngS for someone until you actually get a feeling !or
them."

Reel romances showcase love's diverse forms
Chasing •\my
JusnN McGtll
SPORTS EDITOR

"Chasing Amy," director Kevin Smith's
f.trSt attempt at a film more focuSed on
something other than making fun of pop
culture or paying homage to John Hughes
and George Lucas is f
my pick for the 1 ~
most
romantic
movie. Before dismissing this pick,
understand my
frame of mind.
I'm a sports
fanatic, in particular, a hock·
ey fanatic. Smith loves
hockey, and uses it in all of his films. It's
an easy choice for me. It alSQ doesn't hurt
that Smith· s definition of "attractive" - a
woman wearing nothing but a hockey jersey - is the same as mine.

Lad) and the Tramp
LAURA DEATON

CHIEF COPY EoooR
A dog on the run meets a well-bred family pet It makes for the most romantic ani·

mated film of all time. "Lady and the
Tromp" is the ultimate story of bow opposites attract and love can conquer anything
(even the dog pound). It's the movie that
took eating spaghetti to a whole new level.
This film is a classic for all ages.

Say An) thing
LOREE STARK

Eooo. IN CHrEf
Thi~ Cameron Crowe

flick: is almost as
pop-culture saturated as an episode of
TRL. John Cusack radiates in the role he
plays best, the '80s teen poster boy for
unrequited love. Evidenced by the use
of Peter Gabriel's
song, "In Your
Eyes," this is a film
that showcao;es one
of Crowe's trademarks: the marriage
of the movie to the
soundtrack.
Starring
Cusack,
lone
Skye.
John
Mahoney. Lili Taylor
and kickboxing as '"the sport of the
future." "Say Anything" leaves every
fonner '!!Os girl looking for her Lloyd
Dobler.

PROFESSOR HOBO

Dunst), a rich congressman's daughter, gunned down by coiTUpt DEA officers. her
lives a wild and crazy lifestyle. Their love hitman neighbor Uon comes to her aid,.
is constantly threatened by the harshness This brilliant tale of guns. drugs and
NEWS EDITOR
of the real world, but revenge is intertwined with a sweet love
Pew romantic movies are as ---~~=-•
together they learn to story. Luc Besson· s insightful direction and
equally enjoyable for sinitletc>ns..l iiiiiMIE'r~~!.
face reality and accept outstanding performances by Jean Reno,
and the happily coupled alike as
their fate.
"Bridget Jones's Diary."
Gary Oldman and Natalie Portman auly
The film, based on the bestmake "Uon" an action film for lovers.
selling book. chronicles the
True Romance
often embarrassing ventures
EMILY BLACK
Addicted To Lmt·
Renee Zellweger's Bridget
CouEGe IJFE Eoo01
ERIN RIOtARDS
Jones.
''True Romance" may
OI'INioN Eooa
As the movie begins, we see
rell the story of a lonely
What makes this romantic comedy so
Bridget unabashedly singing "AD
comic-book clerk, a great"? Revenge. We all have that special
By Myself' in a drunken stupor,
prostitute, bloody shootouts and a cocaine someone who at some point or another
something with which many females deal gone terribly wrong, however, it is ground our heart so deep under his or her
instantly identify, and then watch embar- still my pick for one of the most romantic heel even the roadkill felt sony for us.
rassing situation after embarrassing situa- movies of all time.
"Addicted to Love" celebrates the crazy
tion unfold until we ftnally reach the happy
Although Clarence (Christian Slater) lengths people will go to to get even with
ending that is definitely earned by our and Alabama (Patricia Arquette) are not an ex-lover. Mathew Broderick plays a
heroine.
the stereotypical perfect couple, they lovesick dumpee who sets up camp in an
more than make up for il in ro!llllnce. abandoned building opposite his ex-girl·
When Clarence tells Alabama,
friend's apartment to observe her and her
"You're so cool," it gets my~::;::~~--- new French lover. He is larer
t~nu\ flwaut iful
vote as one of the most
joined by .Meg Ryan, a spiteful
KYSER LoUGH
romantic scenes
ultra-hip. biker-chick determined
STAFF W~ITER
to get revenge on her ex-beau, the
The movie "crazy/beautiful" tells the movie history.
Frenchman.
story of two high-school students from
Lt.·on
Sparks fly between Broderick and
strikingly different backgrounds that meet
Scorr
GtasoN
Ryan as they realize ruining someand quickly fall for each other. Carlos (Jay
one else'~>lifc is not nearly as imporHernandez), a boy with a bright future, AsSISTANT Cou.EGE liFE EDITOR
After
12-year-old
lmlt as letting go and finding somerides a bus for hours in the morning to
one better.
attend a quality school. Nicole (Kirsten Mathilda's entire family is

.Jone~'s Uiat')'
-MARCI OWEN

R•·idg<·1

1..-----

Get Out
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Hear jazz at Sun Set

•music

1. Alan Jackson- "Drive"
2. Creed - "Weathered"
BY EMILY BLACK
3. Linkin Park - "(Hybrid
COLLEGE UFE EDITOR
Theory)"
4. Ludacris - "Word of Mouf'
Throughout the past two semesters. Murray
S. Nickelback - "Silver Side
State
has hosted rock, R&B and bluegrass perUp"
"Source: Associated Press

1. Black Hawk Down
Starring Ewan McGregor
2. Snow Dogs
Starring Cuba Gooding Jr.
3. Count of Monte Cristo
Starring James Caviezel and
Guy Pearce
4. A Walk To Remember
Starring Mandy Moore and
Shane West
S. A Beautiful Mind
Starring Russell Crowe and
Jennifer Connely
Source: Associated Press

•books

formers, and tonight, Scribes -N- Vibes, the Student Government Association and the Campus
Activities Board will host a jazz performance.
Although Scribes -N- Vibes is not a new
event. this new activity will occur at tonight's
performance.
Tonight's Scribes -N- Vibes not onJy will
include poetry readings and storytelling by stu·
dents, but also a perfonnance by ja1.z musician
Ron Jones.
'This is going to be a good evening," said
Tmvis Tandy, CAB multicultural awareness
chair. ''Jt's just going to be an evening of jazz."
Jones will perform in a quartet of jazz musicians from Louisville. Tandy said Jones also
will discuss jazz and talk about its effects on
society and African-American culture.
In addition to Jones' perfonnance, Tandy said
William Anthoney Nash Jr. will read from his
recently published book, "Nash's Rhyme Conglomerate Survived Victorious 110." Nash will
read excerpts and poetry from his book.
Tandy said both performers wiJI be selling
their work and will sign copies for the audience.

Source: Associated Press

•web site of the week
www.smalltime.com
If you have some time to spare,
then check out this Web site
that features games like "Guess
the Dictator/Sit-Com · Character," "Haiku-0-Matic" and
"Find-the-Spam."

released its major label debut,
"Through the Eyes."
As the album begins. it is
almost disheartening to hear the
familiar sound of rap and rock
merged into one that has become
all too popular within the past
few years. Being produced by
David Bottrill, who also produced Tool's "Aenema," only
hurts a listener's first impression
' of the band.
First impressions can be overlooked, though. Once past the
first few notes, Flaw proves it is
not just another band that fell i~to

So you crammed all week,
took that last test and collapsed in a tired heap in your
dorm room. Don't let your
weekend suffer. All you need
is semi-reliable transportation, gas money and the sheer,
unadulterated will to have a
good time ...

• around town
Racer Arena- If you want to
check out the finest wrestling
the area has to offer, then
head to Racer Arena for Old
School Wrestling at 8 tonight.
Tickets are $2 for students
and $5 for general admission.

• 1hour drive

Rob Brown/The News

Jones' CD will be on sale for $12.
'This event will allow the students to experience something different," Tandy said.
"Through this maybe more student<> will learn to

appreciate and listen to jazz."
Scribes -N- Vibes will begin at 7 tonight in
Sun Set Strips on the ftrSt noor of the Curris
Cent<!r. Jones' performance will begin at 8.

Band stretches rap, rock genre

1. John Grisham - "Painted
House"
2. Phillip C. McGraw - "Self
Matters'
BY ScoTT GIBSON
3. Mark Bowden - "Black
ASSISTANT COLLEGE liFE EDITOR
Hawk Down"
4. Robert C. Atkins - "Dr.
In the spirit of System of
Atkin's New Diet Revolution" Down, Linkin Park and Saliva.
S. Sylvia Nasar - "A Beautiful the band Flaw. a newcomer to the
Mind"
metal/rock/rap
scene,
has

Road Trip

the same groove of many other
bands.
In this personal and provocative album, Chris Volz. lead
vocalist and lyricist. uses personal experiences as the basis for the
band's songs. Volz's adoptive
mother, who was also a singer,
committed suicide when he was
12 years old.
The song "Whole" b about this
childhood tragedy. Volz sings
about coping with his mother's
suicide and how such an incident
truly is a learning experience.
Although Volz screams out his
anger and love toward his mother
in a way only a tormented son
can, the hook sounds like a recycled Kom tune.
Throughout the album. the
song titles relate almost too well
with the songs themselves. "Pay-

back," the band's first single. IS a
dynamic tale of revenge. A truly
emotional song. "Payback" displays a wide range of sound. from
quiet, melodic vocals to screams
of anger and hatred.
The ninth track is "Inner
Strength." Guitar heavy and full
of rich vocals, this song is about
dealing with inner demons and
finding strength within one's self.
The next song, "Best I Am," is
another tale of struggle. Volz
again deals with inner demons in
this much slower, softer crack. He
explains in order to be the best he
can be. he must do the best he can
and not blame anyone but himself
for his rnhtakes. This is a life lesson to which everyone can relate.
The hidden track. placed discretely at 6; 19 on track 13, is a
welcomed surprise. A reworked

alternative to the opening track,
"Only the Strong," this version
displays a quiet piano and Volz's
true vocal talent. This break from
loud guitars and screaming
vocals sounds much like an
attempt to be another Aaron
Lewis.
This different version is truly
inspirational and brings new
meaning to the Iynes. A song that
once
brought
melancholy
thoughts now brings hope and
encouragement.
Although today's music is slipping into a single genre mixed
with rap and rock, Flaw is doing
its best to break free of the chains
of normalcy and create its own
sound. It 1s a shame its best is just
not as good as it could be.
Grade: B+

Draft'enville - If you want to
~itness the best up-and-commg country acts, then head to
Draffenville and check out
the Annual Talent Search at 8
p.m. on Saturday at the Kentucky Opry. Tickets are $9.50
for adults and $4.75 for children.

• 2 boll' drive
Nashville - If you feel like
experiencing a little theater
then head to the Tennessee
Performing Arts Center's
Jackson ~all and check out
its production of Rodgers'
and Hammerstein's ''South
Pacific." Tickets are $18.50
to $58.50.

• 3 hour drive (or more)
St. Louis - Head to St. Louis
and catch Busta Rhymes at 8
p.m. on Sunday at the
Pageant. Tickets are $24 to
$29.

The sisters ol Sigma ~igma Sigma w ould like to invite the loUowing
gentlemen to their Valentines Crush Dance
February IZ, 9P.m. at the Woodman.
Josh Smith
Jeremy Bader
Jay Powell
•
Chris Jung
Ben Furlong
Timmy Alonzo
Brandon Quinlan
Tim Umfried -~·~·~-~
Cody Brahm
Ryan Geib
Josh Ricks
Russ Kruder
Chris Stratman
Tony Lucido
Brad Barrow
Jesse Johnston
Adam Fackler
Chris Sanders
Rob Hathcock
Pat Clark
Jeremy Sachronowski
Jay Matheny
Eric Morski
Tyler Leet
John Coomes
Alan Baker
Brad Siriunons
John Oliver
Manish Patel
Lee Retzlaff
LaneUry
Seth McGregor
Kelly McDaniel

Zach Heppner
Jon Wright
Bryan Muerer
Ben Gross
Craig Clayton
Ben Bowden
Kiah Clayton
JeffUeacox
Adani Bittle
Brandon Powell
Barrett Jones
Matthew Forrest
Jeremy Rodgers
Scott Utley
Tommy Oliverio
Eric King
John Goad
Josh Abner
Jacob Coley
Cody Robertson
Damian Simpson
Jared Swain
Jeremy Creager
Brad Spencer
Jason Pittman
Rob Davis
Bart Peaon
Robert Sand
Robert Sanders
Jason Henson
James Reefsnyder
Shawn Miller
Chris Jones
Justin Fench
Dustin Cherry
Jay Heath
Billy Ed~ards

Robert Edwards
Tyler Tomes
Shawn Tomes
Robert Weatherly
Trip Gibson
Aaron Hooks
Dustin Swayne
Ryan Mullins
Eric Crane
John Wyatt
Quentin Giles
Johnny Green
Adrian Tharpe
Jeremy Davis
Clint Courtney
Josh Bailey
Ben Cook
Adam Montgomery
Matt Thomas
Brandon Wiliams
Jimmie Rimes
John Matt Foursbee
Evan Hart
Josh Wilson
Tom Dempewolf
Thomas Hobbes
Zach Hobbes
Nick Courtwright
Justin Watts ·
Jed Carter
Austin Dickerson
Brent Kleier
Cory Alexander
John Brown
John Simms
Michael Perry
Wayne Blunk
Nate Underwood

Josh Scholl
Brent Dolan
Brent Fiashetti
Mike Maxwell
Mike McCarty
Luke McCall
Clint Myer
Brent Leubke
Neal O'Donnell
Chris Dietrich
Shannon Gilkey
Richard Reed
Todd Veach
Greg Gates
Shane Andrus
Jonathan Chacellor
Jus tin Blasdel
Harris Jones
Garrett Keller
Brian Ensor
Seth Tynes
Justin Frederick
Sam Gilbert
Blake Munger
Jeff Rigsby
Derrick McKeown
Nathan Akin
Brian Moss
Buzz Paul
Gabe Dotson
Duke Viaga
J.D. Poyner
Byrce Woosley
Daniel Miner
Billy Blanchard
Drew Bredar
Ryan Morris

Byron Bryant
Eric Long
Paul Hadfield
Michael Fay
Dan Frank.envach
Eric Buchner
Tyler Tombs
Kyser Lough
Coy Bunyard
Nick Underwood
Chase Venable
Kevin Ferrell
Cole Adcock
Kevin Cruse
Matt Luckett
Benn Baerveldt
Kyle Riley
Kent McClure
Joaquin Anderson
Mike Powers
Danny Robertson
Matt Dugan
Brad Wilson
Chris Benevidas
Adam Glenn
Justin Simms
Jared AUsbrooks
Kevin Renfroe
Brad Watson
'ZZ
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Everyone needs cash .

••

Son1e people just fi.nd
stranger ~~ ays to get it.

Student reveals naked truth about .modeling
BY S COTT

GIBSON

ASSISTANT COllEGE LiFE EDITOit

For Sarah Guffey, going to work is not a
boring, burger-flipping, floor-sweeping ritual.
Guffey, sophomore from Murray, is a nude
model for the art department's life art class.
"I actually heard about it from a friend of
mine," Guffey said. "I figured I could model
nude. It's no big deal."
Guffey has worked with three different' pro·
fessors within the past two years. On Wednesday she will begin work with a fourth professor.
The c lass itself is for art students to view
and
draw the human form in a variety of poses
\
and atmospheres.
\\
,
''I go behind a screen, take off my clothes,
put on a robe and then step out into the class,"
Guffey said. ''The students are all stationed
around the main area where I am."
Depending on what the professor wants the
students to do, there are several ways for the
models to pose. There is usually a chair,
couch or even pillows on which the model can
relax and pose, Guffey said.
The poses are always relaxing and the professor makes sure the model is comfortable.
The room is shut off from everyone except the
model, students and professor.
Professors may have students work on gesture or stationary drawing. Gesture poses are
short poses, usually lasting one minute and
focusing on certain aspects of the human
body. After the minute, the model changes
poses and holds that for a minute. allowing
time for each student to sketch. Stationary
poses can last up to the full length of the
three-hour class period.
"It's a very comfortable atmosphere," Guffey ~aid . "The model GOntrols that class.
Whenever I feel uncomfortable or need to
Photo illustration by Karri Wurttv'The New.~ move around or stretch, the class will take a
Sarah Guffey, sophomore from Mur ray, helps pay for her college break.''
The break allows Guffey to walk around
education by modeling nude for the life art class.

.\

·j

and stretch her muscles, but when she returns
to her station, she poses in the same position
she was in before. When she takes breaks,
Guffey said she likes to walk around the room
and see what the artists have done.
"You get to see all the different interpretations of yourself by the different artists," Guffey said. ''It's amazing. I just think it's neat to
see the perceptions of other people."
One student decided to portray Guffey in a
he-ad-and-shoulders portrait using a variety of
colors.
"He used about 12 different colors," Guffey
said. "He used all the different colors to do
shading and highlight different areas. It definitely was not very traditional."
Another student took her art to a completely different level and decided to combine two
sheets of paper in order to make a life-sized
painting. A different artist drew G uffey as the
background in her piece.
"One girl drew me as sort of the background," Guffey said. "Then she drew this
box in the foreground. She put my chest area
in the box and made it the prominent focus of
the piece. The students totally get into it."
Nicole Hand, assistant professor of act,
worked with Guffey last spring. Hand said the
students seemed comfortable with Guffey as a
model.
"She worked with me during about a two or
three week time frame," Hand said. "She was
very interested in what I wanted the students
to do. She was very capable and a very good
model."
When Guffey first began modeling, her
wage was $8 an hour.
"It's $10 an hour now," Guffey said. "I
don't have any complaints with it."
This is not Guffey's fi rst modeling experience . She modeled when she was younger and
has done modeling for a number of magazines.
"With photography you get that kind of
artsy look at yourself," Guffey said. ''There

are so many ways to use the camera and so
many different ways the picture can come out.
With the camera you can accentuate different
parts of the body, which I think is really cool."
Even though she said she enjoys modeling,
Guffey is not always content with the finished
product.
"There are times I won't do it simply
because I'm just not happy with my body at
the time," Guffey said. "Other times I'm not
happy with the turnout, but it's fun while I'm
doing it. For the most part it's been a real selfesteem booster."
Guffey said the modeling experience is not
for everyone. One of her friends tried to
model, but was uncomfortable and embarrassed being nude in front of everyone.
"It's all art," G uffey said. " It's not a degrading thing, but it's just not for everybody."
Females are not the only models who can
take the job either, Hand said. Men and
women from all backgrounds, if ,i nterested,
are encouraged to model.
"We look for men and women of all body
types," Hand said . "We want thin people, fat
people, men and women of different races.
It's not what you would think of traditionally
as a model. We like a variety of people."
When it comes down to which model is chosen to pose for the class, the students have the
last word.
'There are male models,'' Guffey said. "But
sometimes it's up to the students. I've heard
of students having a male model and then saying they didn't want to work with them
again."
Modeling is also an interesting way to meet
new people, Guffey said. Some artists who
have drawn her now walk through campus
only , to stare uncomfortably .at her. Others
have become her friends.
Said Guffey: " It's a lot of fun when they
can't remember your name, but they've seen
you naked."
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Cellular Accessory Connection
GRAND OPENING

Cellular Accessoxy Connection of Murray welcomes MSU
students to visit our new store located in front of
Wal-Mart. Students, bring in your Racer Cards and
receive 10% off of all accessories.
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St. Louis Rams
fans celebrate
much too early
Amazing.
The St. Louis Rams are human.
Along with millions of viewers at home
and 79,922 strong in the Louisiana Superdome, I watched Sunday night as the New
England Patriots capped off not just one
of the most magical seasons in National
Football League history, but one of the
largest upsets in the storied tradition of the
Super Bowl.
Super Bowl XXXVI featured spectacular defense, a "team-only" introduction for
the Pats and three turnovers . . . aU by the
Rams. Every time it seemed like David
would drop his slingshot and run, he just
kept shooting. And by the time Patriots'
kicker Adam Vinatieri's Ieick sailed
through the uprights, the time had ticked
off the clock and America's underdog had
defeated the NFL's version of Goliath for
its first Super Bowl championship.
I only have one thing to say to that.
I told you sol
One week ago,
this sports writer
took a stand. As our
annual Super Bowl
predictions
were
printed, not only did I
stand alone with my
speculation that the
Patriots would be victorious, but I also told
you how they would
do it. I told you the
game would be decided by speciaJ teams
and the Rams would
make their first misCHRIS
takes of the NFL
jUNG
playoffs.
Every other staff
rom the ' writer
boldly (I'm
time that
being
facetious)
chose
the
St. Louis
Adam
Rams,
and
they
Vinatieri's
almost sounded like
field goal at the old Chicago
Bears Super Fans
Pittsburgh
skits on Saturday
slipped over Night Live.
"Uh ... Rams two
the crossbar hundred and ten ...
and through Patriots two."
me a break.
the uprights, FromGive
the time that
clinching a Adam Vinatieri's
goal in the
victory for the field
fourth quarter at
Patriots,
Pittsburgh
slipped
Rams' fans over the crossbar and
through the uprights,
were already clinching a victory
celebrating." for the Patriots,
Rams' fans were
already celebrating.
Heck, the city of St. Louis had to cancel
the Super Bowl celebration parade they
had already establi-.hed and planned.
However, this whole time, no one wanted to give the team that won the AFC the
time of day. For two weeks, all people
talked about were NFL *cough"' MVP,
Kurt Warner, Marshall Faulk and Aeneas
Williams coming home to New Orleans
and the "Greatest Show on Turf," the St.
Louis Rams. All of this simply points to
the age-old expression, "that's why they
play the game."
After the Rams fought their way back
and tied the game at 17-17 late in the second half. I for some reason got the feeling
that the 2001-02 New England Patriots
were a team, quite possibly, THE team of
"destiny. Second-year quarterback and
Super Bowl MVP Tom Brady took the
. ball from his team's own 20-yard line and
·drove 53 yards down the field in nine
plays with no timeouts. Connecting on
several occasions with unsung hero J.R.
Redmond, Brady set up the play that
· would prevent the game from heading into
• overtime. The gutsy rookie stood in the
: pocket and drilled Pro Bowl receiver Troy
: Brown for a 23-yard pass play. One play
later. Brady spiked the football, stopping
the clock and building the anticipation for
what will be known for sometime as the
' modern "kick heard 'round the world."
r
The scene was almost surreal. Could the
' almtghty Rams really go down in flames
while playing in the sporting event and
atmosphere built for a team of their caliber and character? Could St. Louis head
, coach Mike Martz and his amazing offensive attack be outmatched and outcoached by the defensive strategy of New
England head coach Bill Belichick? Could
I. Chris Jung, be "crazy" in my prediction,
1
but be able to walk with my head held
high on the Monday after "the" game?
The answers are yes, yes and yes.
To my roommate, my extended family
who reside in St. Louis and Rams' fans
everywhere, I definitely feel your pain.
But next time. that fat lady better be ringing in your ears before you're dancing in
the streets.
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Racers hand Tech first
conference loss of year
BY Jusn N McG1u
SPORTS EDITOR

"F

Chris lung is assistant sports editor for
''The Murray State News."

r•n•rlll2rv

MSU splits doubleheclder with TIU

Sports Talk

.

T he Murray State News

Ryan Brooks/The News

Murray State sophomore Cuthbert Victor slams In two of his 17 points
during the Racers' 75·56 win Thursday over Tennessee State.

Prior to Thursday, Tennessee Tech was ranked 26th
or better in the nation in four
statistical categories. and had
an undefeated record (10-0)
in Ohio Valley Conference
games. Murray State ( 12-11,
6-5 OVC) changed all of that
with a 75-56 win over the
defending OVC champion
Golden Eagles (17-5 overall).
"This was one of the
biggest OVC games I've
played in," senior guard
Justin
Burdine
said.
''Tonight, we just got after it.
When you've got everyone
on the team pulling for each
other and playing hard for
one another, the coaches and
Murray State, it means a lot."
The MSU win avenged a
78-59 loss Jan. 10 at TIU.
Head Coach Tevester Anderson said the Racers have
changed some things since
that loss that led to Thursday's win.
''They did not get into their
offense like they did last
time," Anderson said. "'Their
offense did not click because
of the way we attacked them
defensively. Our defensive
strategy was much different
than it was last time."
Junior center James Singleton said the team lacked confidence in its road loss at
rru. but since then much has
changed.
"At that point, we were
playing as individuals," Singleton said. "Now. we play
more as a team and we don't
rush our shots like we used

to."
Tennessee Tech
was
ranked second in the nation in
field goal percentage (50.3).
ninth in rebounding margin
(8.7), 13th in scoring margin
( 13.8) and 26th in 3-point
shooting percentage (39.2)
before last night. The Racers
held the Golden Eagles to
32.3 percent shooting from
the field, out-rebounded them
48-36, outscored them by 19
points and held them to 13
percent (3-of-23) from 3·
point range.
The Racers' win aJso
snapped TIU's 12-game
winning streak, which was
tied for the longest in the
nation with Xavier University.
Murray State l'tarted
strong, scoring the first eight
points of the game. After the
Racers took their biggest lead
of the half at 12-3, TIU went
on a 14-2 run to take its
biggest lead at 17-14. MSU
closed the half on an 18-6 run
and Jed 32-23 at halftime,
despite missing all II of its 3·
point attempts.
After TIU closed the
deficit to 41-35 with 15:36
remaining in the game. the
Racers scored nine unanswered points. MSU led by
double-digits the remainder
of the game and took its
largest lead on a last-second
tip-in by Burdine.
Burdine finished with a
game·high 29 point!> on 12of-26 shooting (four-of-13 3pointers). grabbed
five
rebounds and dished out five
assists. Singleton ( 15 points.
13 rebounds) and junior for-

ward Antoine Whelchel (10
points, lO rebounds) recorded
the only two double-doubles
of the contest. Sophomore
forward Cuthbert Victor
added 17 points.
The win put MSU in fourth
place in the OVC, one game
behind thtrd-place Au'>tin
Peay. whom the Racers host
at I p.m. Saturday. An MSU
win coupled with a Morehead
State Joss to Eastern Illinois
would create a three-way tie
for second place in the conference.
Anderson said the team has
improved in several areas in
recent weeks and that the outlook for the postseason is
brighter.
"Our chemistry is better.
our execution is better and I
think our guys are focusing
better," Anderson said. "With
those things in mind. I hope
we can run the table. I'm not
saying we will, but 1 hope our
guys will take it one game at
a time."
After the game, Anderson
said senior guard Rashard
Harris (ruptured ACL) and
sophomore center Andi
Hornig (patella tendinitis)
willlilely miss the remainder
of the season. leaving the
Racers with eight healthy
players on the roster.
Burdine said the healthy
players have built good team
chemistry and are ready
physically to play more minutes than they would if more
players were available.
"We've been doing this for
six or seven games," Burdine
said. "The guys are getting in
good shape ·•

Women's basketball falls to top team in OVC
BY

CHRIS JUNG

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

It was lights out for the Murray State women's basketball

squad (9-12. 4-7 Ohio Valley
Conference) last night-literally.
In a 70-61 loss to first place
Tennessee Tech ( 16·6. 9-2
OVC), MSU's opponent made a
3-point shot at the 16: I0 mark to
take an early I 0-0 lead. At that
exact moment. the upper lights
in the north side of the Regional
Special Events Center went
dead. There was no stop in play.
After a slow stun by the
team, MSU heaJ .:oach Eddie
Fields said the team ha., to stay
focuc;ed.
"This team just has to under-

stand that we have to play
.smart," Fields said. "We just
have to get better."
As a result of early turnovers,
Tech would add on one more
field goal and stretch their run
to 12-0 in the tirst four minutes
of the game.
However. MSU came storming back and went on a 27-16
run until the end of the first half
and cut TIU's halftime lead to
ju.,t one point. MSU was led by
senior guard Susan Tackett,
who was the team's leading
scorer with 16 points. Denise
McDonald also contributed 12
points and nine rebounds in the
losing effort.
After a first half that included
two large runs, the second half

was the complete opposite.
Each team traded baskets for the
first 12 minutes, including six
ties and three lead changes.
However. after a converted 3pointer for TTU's Andrea
Brown at the 8:2 1 mark, MSU
was never able to regain the
lead. For the remainder of the
game, Murray State tied the
game once and came within two
points on five different occasions. Eventually Tech would
pull away.
"The sad part is that we are so
close that we can taste it,"
Fields !otaid. ''We had some
defensive breakdowns, and didn · t step out on their shooters.
However, the girls are working
hard and that's all that I ask."

Senior guard Eniko Verebes
contributed to MSU staying in
the game. Verebes switched to
the point guard position midway
through the second half and
dished out eight assists to go
along with her seven points and
four rebounds.
"Eniko is just one of those
quiet ones who will come up
and bite you," Fields said. "She
is just solid.''
Tech's Janet Holt, OVC's
league leader in scoring and
rebounding dominated most of
the game and compiled a double-double that included 22
points and 11 rebounds. Holt
and the rest of her TIU team·
mates were consistent on both
ends of the court late in the

game and did not allow any
room for MSU to come back.
"Down the stretch, Tech
made no mistakes," Fields said.
"For us to have a chance, we
needed to get off some better
shots."
MSU would come close one
more time with I :52 remaining
when freshman guard Rebecca
Remington· s free throw cut the
TTU lead to four. But Holt
would take over again, knocking down a jumper and two free
throws in the nel(t 50 seconds,
putting the game out of reach'.
The women's squad will try
to climb back into the OVC race
tomorrow as MSU matches up
against rival Austin Peay. Tipoff is at 3:45.

Transfers highlight list of MSU football signees
BY JusTIN McGILL
SPORTS EDITOR

One year after signing
22 high-~chool seniors
on the first day of the
national spring signing
period. the Murray Stnte
football team announced
the addition of 19 players. I 0 of whom trans·
ferred from junior colleges or other four-year
s~:hools.

"Last year. we had a
heck of a year :-.igning a
bunch or freshmen kids.''
Head Coach Joe Pannunzio said. "'This year. we
jumped into the junior
college and transfer
ranks for the lirst time.
That really helped u"
out."
Pannunzio said the
number of tranl>fers was
a little higher than he
wanted. but added that
those player~ will help
make Murray Slate a
serious contender in the
Ohio Valley Conference
in 2002 .
"I felt with as many
kids as we have coming
back. tf we could fill

some holes reaJ quick,
we've got a chance to get
good pretty fast," Pan·
nunzio said.
The Racers' recruiting
focus was on the defensive line, a position they
were thin at in the 200 I
season. Pannunz.io said
the addition uf 10 defensive linemen will provide
much-needed depth.
"You can't win championships unless you
play great defense, and
you l: an 't play great
defense without having
defensne linemen," Pan·
nunzio said. "I was surprised that we were able
to play adequate defense
with the kids we had up
there. Now we've got a
chance to sturt slowing
people down and become
a dominant defense."
The signing of nine of
the linemen - Jerome
Hurley from Redan High
School in Lithonia, Ga.;
Matthew Dennis from
ltawumha Junior College; Brandon Dixson
from Middle Georgia
College; Cory Farris
from Male High School

" I felt with as many
kids as we have commg back, if we could
fill some holes real
quick, we've got a
chance to get good
pretty fast.''
jOE PANNUNZIO

MSU Football Head Coach

in Louisville: Douglas
Fashaw from Deerfield·
Beach High School in
Deerfield Beach, Fla.:
Aljawaun Golden from
Coahoma Junior College;
Evercue Howard from
Holmes Junior College;
Vincent James from
L.W.
Higgins
High
School in Avondale. La.:
and Sadrack St. Louis
from Bayshore High
Schon! in Bradenton, Fla.
was
announced
Wednesday. The other
lineman. Marcu!. Johnson
from Jack~onville. Fla,
transferred
to
MSU
before the spring semester began.

"If you had told me
before recruiting started
that we would sign these
guys at defensive line, I
would have said 'you're
crazy, ... Pannunzio said.
'Tm excited about that."
Johnson is one of three
players who transferred
to MSU from Auburn
University. One of the
others, wide receiver
Deandre
Green
of
Prichard, Ala.. is the
signee that Pannunzio
expects to make the most
immediate impact.
"He was recruited by
everyone in the country
out of high school." Pannunzio said. "We were

lucky enough to get him.
He will be a dominant
receiver for us in (the
OVC). He carries an attitude with him. I reaJiy felt
like our offense was missing that k.id that could step
in the huddle and take
control and make something happen when he gets
the ball in his hands."
The other Auburn
transfer. tight end Jimmy
St. Louis from Gulf
Breeze, Fla.. also will
play an important role for
the Racers in 2002.
"What we're missing
right now on offense is
the tight end position,
and Jimmy will be able
to fill that void for us,"
Pannunzio said.
Three defensive backs
were on the list, two of
whom were mid-year
transfers - Michael Han·
ley from Owensboro
(Indiana University) and
Davin Roberts from
Picayune. Miss. (Pearl
River Junior College).
The third defensive back
IS Joshua Grant from
Middle Georgia College.
The rest of the list b

rounded out by two other
tight ends - Jimmy Bax·
ter from Tupelo High
School in Tupelo, Miss.,
and Brett Mask from
Buckhorn High School in
Huntsville, Ala. - and
two offensive linemen Ricardo Clark from
Shannon High School in
Shannon, Miss.. and
Marcus Jewett from
Bayshore High School in
Bradenton. Fla.
In addition to releasing
the list of new players,
Pannunzio and Athletic
Director E. W. Dennison
announced the Racers
will kick off the 2002
season Aug. 31 at Memphis University. Dennison also said the Racers
currently have six home
games scheduled among
the ll·game total, and
that the search is currently underway for an opponent to play during one of
MSU's two open dates,
Sept. 28 and Oct. 5.
Said Dennison: "As
long as it doesn't screw
the schedu le up, we'd
like to have that game at.
home."
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the season.
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ur-Martin.

Singleton lead$
'the O VC in
rebounding with

9.4 rebounds per
game, ranks second in blocked
shots with 2.1 per
game and is third
~ field-goal per-

centage shooting
with 60.1 percent
(84-138) per game.
Remin~

ln!shman guard,
~career highs

in both points (21)
and rebounds (9}
in a win over Ten.
lnessee State and
posted 10 points
in a loss toUT·
Martin in last
week.
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Women's basketball loses
OVC game at UT-Martin

The Murray State women's
basketball team ended the
..Death Valley" road trip on a
sour note by shooting 23.8 per- 3-on-3 baskatbaH
cent (15-66) from the field and
be held on campus
losing to Tennessee-Martin 6650.
The Campus Recreation Office
Senior guard Susan Tackett led
with a team-high 12 points and will sponsor a 3-on-3 basketball
eight rebounds . MSU's only tournament on Saturday. Feb.
bright spot came from the free- 23. at II a.m. The tourname nt
throw line where it shot 77.8 per- wilJ be held in the North Gym of
cent 04-18) as a team, including the Carr Health Center and will
eight of Tackett's 12 points in feature a six-foot rule. Each team
the game. Despite poor shooting. must have all players either less
MSU found itself down by just • than six-feet tall or more than
six at halftime. However, UT- six-feet tall. The entry fee is $15
Martin went on a quick 9-0 run per team, and rosters are limited
that deflated any remaining air to four players per team.
Participation is open to all
out of MSU.
enrolled
Murray State students,
Other contributors in the losfaculty
and
staff. The tournaing effort were freshman guard
ment
is
double
elimination and
Rebecca Remington. who added
I 0 points. and junior forward o'pen to both men· s and women's
Beth Schnakenberg, who pulled teams. Rosters can be picked up
down a co-team-high eight in the Campus Recreation Office
on the first floor of the C urris
rebounds.
Center. For any additional information. call 768-4458.

tory in the 1(8).
meter event to win

another gold
medal. With her
:victory, Blair
became the first
American,~,·

~~~
~toeam

three gold medals.

Murray State Thoroughbreds 2002 Schedule
FEBRUARY

tourney

at SE La. 6 p.m.
at SE La. I p.m.
at SE La. Noon
BRADLEY Noon
BRADLEY I p.m.
at A.rkansas State 2 p.m.
SOUTHERN ILL. 2 p .m.

to

Television forces schedule
change for women's game

The tip-off time for the Murray
State vs. Austin Peay women's

OVC Men's
Standings
Tennessee Tech
Morehead State
Austin Peay
Eastern Illinois
Murray State
Tennessee State
Tennessee Martin
Ea.'item Kentucky
SEMO

5-5
,5..6

17
23

7

21
26
27

I
2
3
6
9
10
13

16
19
20
23
24
26

29

10
13
14

17
20
21
23
27
28

IU Southeast 2 p.m.
at Upscomb Noon
UPSCOMB I p.m .
at Mississi ppi 6:30 p.m.
EASTERN KY. Noon
EASTERN KY. 1 p.m.
MEMPHIS 3 p.m .
at Tenn.-Martln 1 p.m.
at Tenn.-Martln 1 p.m.
at Southern Ill. 3 p.m.
UALR 1 p.m.
UALR I p .m.

4

u
14

17
18

22-lS

30

t:
1117'1

=:17
=.. . .

...

1811

ur.... •

MAY

5
II

MW71

at Evansville 6:30 p.m.
at Austin Peay State 2 p.m.
at Austin Peay State 2 p.m .
TENNESSEE TECH I p.m.
TENNESSEE TECH 2 p.m.
at Memphis 7 p .m.
at Eastern Illinois 2 p.m.
at Eastern IUinots I p.m.
OVC TOURNAMENT
Brooks Stadium- Paducah

:1'117

nua

. . 17

Assistant Sports Editor Chris
Graphic by Rob Browr/The News

Thursday
I'.~Strrn Illinois Iii Ea5tt!m Kentucky
6:30pm.
SEMO 0 Moreh~.ad State, 6:30p.m.
T~nncssee Tech 0 Murrav Slate,
7;30p.m.
"
Tf:'nnl'J>see State@ Tt'nnc.-..w.- Mar•
110, 7;;3() p.m.

4-6

2-8
_
19

3

6

Jung.

OVC Men's
Basketball Schedule
10-0
6-3
7-4
5-4

15

~~ Auburn 3 p.m.

at Auburn 2 p.m.
at Auburn 1:30 p.m.
-ARKANSAS STATE 2 p.m.
BOWLING GREEN STATE Noon
BOWUNG GREEN STATE I p.m.
SOUTHERN IND. 2 p.m.
BETHEL(Tenn) Noon
WESTERN KY. 2 p.m.
EVANSVILLE 2 p.m.
MOREHEAD ST. Noon
MOREHEAD ST. I p.m.
at Western Ky. 6 p.m.
at SE Missouri St. 2 p.m.
at SE Mlssourt St. 1 p.m.

APRIL

16

MARCH

Sports Briefly is compiled by

On Feb.14, 1992,

27-year old Bonnie
Blair skated to vk--

basketball game tomorrow will
be changed from 4:45 p.m. to
3:45 p.m. T he game will follow
tbe MSU vs. Austin Peay me n's
match up that will air at I p.m. on
FOX Sports Net'fork South.

Saturdlly
AU$tln f'eay@ Murray Stat~. 1 p.m .
Tenn~ Tech@ Tehn~~see

Mar·

tm,6p.m.
Edlt'rn Illinois@ Mor<"he.•d Slate,
11.30 p.m.
SEMO@ Ra~tem Kentucky, 6:30

OVC Women's
Standings

OVC Women's
Basketball Schedule

...................
Schedule

a..ld~naul eou,...
Eastern Kentucky
Tennessee Tech
Austin Peay
Morehead State
SEMO
Murray State
Eastern filinois
UT-Martin
Tennessee State

8-2
8-2
8-3
5-4

4-6

4-6

3-6
2-7

2-9

r.rn •

M~•

1'11ur&clay
Eastrm lllinoisO Easrem Kentucky,
<4:30p.m
SEMO@ Morehead Statr, 4:30 p.m.
TenlleliliH Tech 0 Murray State. 4;30
p.m.
Tennes5ft State e Tervlel&ft Martin.
5;30 p.m.

Satunby
Austin Peay@ Murray Slate, 3:45
p.m.

Tennessee TKit 0 T\'Onessft Martin,
4 p.m.

SEMOO F..lem K.ntucky, 4:30p.m.
EM42m Illinois e Mom-ct SCMr.

Source: Workm.ln

4:30p.m.

PubllshinJI

Tu..Uy
Fronk! in n . Clark. 6 pA
Regents vs. H..ter, 1 p. m ,
Wki~ vs. Hut, 8 p m.
Richmond vs. Ebzobeth, 9 p m.

MoMAJ

Si~~Jna Phi Ep.Uon v• AIJIN Slgm.;o Phi,

6p.m.
Sipuo Chi vs. l.aalbcU Chi Alpb.. 7 p.m
Pi ~Pf'l Alpl\l VL AlpM e-m.. Rho,
lp.lll.
kappa Alpha Pu va. AIJIN Tou Omop,

,p.m.

APIU7%

w.....,
Alpha T•u ~ v•. Alpha (~INI Rho,
6p.m.
Sipa Chin. Alpha Slpna Ph~ 1 p.m.
SipA Phi Epsilon "' Llml><b Chi AlpN.

Tu.....,.
SprinFr va. Clark, 6 p.m.
Wh1~ vt. Elizabeth, '7 p.m.
Hari VL Richmottd, 8 p.m

H011tor vs. Regents, 9 p m
Tllurt<lay
Hdlft .... Rldlmond, 1 p.M.
tWl VL ltepnta,. I p.lll.
Whl~ .... C1artt. 9 .....,.
Eliubelh vs. Sprinpr, 10 p.m.

......
=•
MZ

8p.m.

PI kappa AJptw ~ kaPJ- A1pN N. 9 p.m.
Monday
Alpha C.mlllll O..lto vs. BWA, 7 p.m.

Alph.a Sigmo Alpha VI. Soa, 8 p.m
Sigm.;o Sif!llll Sigma"'· QulrisiO<m. 9 p.m.
TlwCrow
A1pN Omlaun Pt.. JO'll.a.

v•

w.-...,.

AlpU Clllllaon PI n. QuldAorm,. 7 p.a
T!w Cn!W VI. Sipla Sipuo Slfiii\A; 8 p.m.
5o<-s vs. BWA, 9 p.m.
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Friday, Feb . 8
1. Cinema International -"Billy Elliot" admission free @ the Curls Center
Theater starting at 7:30pm.
2. Dinner Theatre - "Cliffhanger" a mystery comedy by James Yaffe @
Ken Lake Hotel Room C. Dinner @ 6pm, show @ 7:30pm.
For reservations call (270) 436-2399 by Wednesday.
3. Baha'I Student Assn. will have Diversity Dinner @ 7:30pm-10pm in the
Curris Center on the 3rd floor. There is no charge. Ill ue welcome.
4. Springer-Franklin will host Old School Wrestling at Racer Irena at 8pm.
$2.00 for MSU students. $5.00 for general public.
5. Calloway High Boys play against Graves Co. @ 7:30.
6. RiOe Tourney - 3pm-9pm @ Roy Stewart Stadium/admission free.
7. Scribes and Vibes - Ron Jones @ Sunset Strips 7pm admission
free/sponsored by SCI.

Sunday, Feb. 10
1. Immanuel Lutheran Church - 9am. Bible Class and 10:30 Worship.

Immanuel Lutheran 100 South 15th St. Murray across &om Spuks Ball.
2. RiOe Tourney - 8am-2pm @ Roy Stewart Stadium/ admission free.
3. Eight Ball Tourney - 2pm @ Curris Center Game Room/ $1 entry fee.
4. Woodlands Nature Station - Day with Eagles Van Tours @ lpm-4pm.
For registration information call weekdays Sam-4:30pm. (270) 924-2020

For information on weekend programs, call 762-5547 or check out the
SGA website and Racer Net.

·saturday, Feb. 9
l. Academic Team will host the KY. Collegiate Quick Recall
League Tournament from 9am-3pm iD I.E.T.
2. Cinema International • "BWy Elliot" admission free. The
Olm is iD the Curls Center Theater stuting at 7:30pm.
3. Springer-Franldin College will host kuoake and games iD
the Dance in the Curls Center at 5pm. There is no
chuge.
4. Racers vs.lustin Peay @ RSEC at 1pm. Lady Racen vs.
Austin Peay @ RSEC at 4:45pm.
5. Dinner Theatre -"Cliffhanger" a mystery comedy by James
Yaffe @ Ken Lake Hotel Room C. Dinner @ 6pm, show @
7:30pm. For reservations call (270) 436-2399 by Wednesday.
6. MSU Rugby Cluh vs. Western at the Intramural Complex at
lpm.
7. RiOe Tourney - 8am-8pm @ Roy Stewut Stadium/
admission free.
8. Sorority workshop - 3rd Ooor Curris Center@ l0am-12pm
sponsored by Panhellenic Councll.
9. Woodlands Nature Station - Day with Eagles Van Tours @
l pm-4pm. For registration information call weekdays Bam4:30pm. (270) 924-2020

\
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Women's tennis team earns Men's tennis splits matches at IU
win at Uof L, falls to Miami
STAfF REPORT

8Y TIM

ing freshman Jaclyn Leeper up
to No. 3 singles. Leeper
responded and won both her singles matches against Louisville
and Miami.
"l started her at No. 5 singles,
then moved her up to No. 4, so I
felt she was ready to move up to
No. 3. and she came through
with two huge singles wins.''
Keasling said.
The team's two seniors, Kerry
Lea Glass and Maria Alonte,
won at No. 2 and No. 4 singles
as well as their respective doubles matches.
"Maria and Kerry Lea are
going to set the tone for us the
entire year, it's important to
have them pick up wins in the
middle of the line-up, and they
are the glue that holds the team
together," Keasling said.
Spencer agreed the two
seniors are important to morale
both on and off the court.
'They play in the heart of the
line-up and keep us focused:
they are great leaders an9 also
keep us loose off the court,"

ALSOBROOKS

STAFF WRITER

The Murray State women's
tennis team (1-1) has already
managed to reach one of its
goals this season by beating
Louisville last Sunday 5-2
before falling 4 -3 in a tough
match against Miami (Ohio).
The team was lead by sophomore Melissa Spencer who won
both No. L singles and doubles
against the Cardinals.
"It was huge going up to
Louisville and getting the win."
Spencer !'aid. ..We barely beat
them last year, and we know our
team is beuer this year, so this is
one of our main goaJs."
Coach Connie Keac;ling
agreed that her team did a good
job over the weekend and redefmed the importance of the win.
"Beating Louisville makes us
the second-best team in the state,
behind Kentucky, and we had a
very exciting weekend on the
court," Keasling said.
One key for MSU was mov-

.

Spencer said.
Glass said even though her
and Alonte have the experience,
it is everyone· s job to keep in the
game.
"Maria and I can be team leaders, but everyone has to lookout
for themselves, but the team has
come together well, which
makes playing tennis much easier," Gla.o;s said.
MSU will play at Middle Tenne.c;see State at 6 tonight before
leaving for a match against Belmont in Clarksville., Tenn.,
tomorrow at 9 a.m.
"You have to beat two ranked
teams to get into the rankings,
and MTSU is in the top 75, so a
big win can mean a lot for us,"
Keasling said.
Glac;s agreed and said she is
confident about the upcoming
match.
"We are going to give 110
percent, and I think we can play
with and beat just about anybody," Glass said. "But the main
thing is to be in top shape come
OVC time."

The Murray State men's tennis squad
(2-2) came out of Bloomington. Ind., with
a .500 record on Saturday after defeating
Southwest Missouri State 4-3 and losing
to host Indiana 5-2.
Against Southwest Missouri, the Racers won four of six singles matches for
the victory. but came up short in doubles, losing that point for the first time
this year. Standouts for MSU included
senior Nikola Aracic, who won the No.
l singles against Pavel Hanek 6-3, 6-3.
and Thiago Gondim. who won the No. 2
singles over Saggar Salim 6· I, 6-1.

Sophomore Alex Hoyem and freshman
Freddy Sundsten also were victorious in
the singles bracket.
In doubles, Gondim and Hoyem won at
No. 2 over Salim and Filip Knezevic 8-5
in the eight-game pro set. ~radc and
Sundsten were not as successfif\ in the No.
I doubles and feU to Hanek and Rishi
Garbharran 8-6. Junior Mike Schmidhauer and sophomore Bryan Meurer fell
8-6 to Sean Kembell and Predrag Pavlic1c
in the No. 3 match, giving Southwest Missouri the doubles point.
MSU reversed its day against Indiana
where it won the doubles point but
dropped five out of six singles matches.

Sundsten was the only ~ingles winner.
defeating IU's Jon Magnes 6-1. 6-3.
In the doubles, Aracic and Sundsten
redeemed their loss to Southwest Missouri
with a 8-5 victory over Milan Rakvica and
Zach Held. Schmidbauer and Meurer lost
8-3 to Ryan Recht and Ari Widlansky in
the No. 3 match, but Gondim and Hoyem
won their second match of the day by
downing Jakub Pr.tibis and Reid Srr.wl 85 to earn the doubles point for the Racers.
Next up for the Racers is a road trip that
includes u stop in Richmond for a match
with Eastern Kentucky today and a double~eader tomorrow against Georgetown
College at 7 a.m. and Pikeville at l p.m.

Racers beat TSU despite foul trouble
Bv Sn

PHANIE ELDER

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Murray State earned its second con~cutive victory MondayrughL. defeating Ohio Val·
ley Confere11ce rival Ten·
nessee State 87-84.
The Murray St.ate Racers
came out with energy early in
the first half and took. the lead,
but foul trouble later proved
to be a problem.
Senior
forward
Rod
Thomas ended with 12 points

and four rebounds in the
game. Junior guard Kevin
Paschel also contributed to the
effort with 10 points and two
rebounds.
Early in the second half,
foul trouble caught up with
the Racers. Senior guard
Justin Burdine was eventually
pulled after accumulating four
fouls with 17 minutes left to
play.
"We got into foul trouble
and had to sit some guys that
we didn't really want to,"

and made a free throw that
would clinch the Racers' victory.
Junior forward James Singleton and Burdine led the
Racers in scoring. each with
21 points. Singleton had what
Anderson said was his best
game yet. Singleton was the
only player with a doubledouble with 21 points and 13
rebounds.
"We came together on the
road," Singleton said. "It felt
like we were at home."

MSU Head Coach Tevester
Anderson said.
Sophomore forward Cuth·
bert Victor and junior forward
Antione Whelchel also got
inro foul trouble in the second
half.
"When our leading scorer
(Burdine) is out with foul
trouble, then we go to our next
(Whelchel).'' Paschel said.
''They were both out, so the
other guys had to step up."
Victor came back in the
game with three minutes to go
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• Valentine Gifts * Sax Bags * Boyd Bears (40%off) * New Scrapbook
Papers • Jolee's Boutique Stickers and Much, Much More *
Come check out all these new goodies.
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Kentucky Army National Guard is accepting
applications for Officer Candidate Programs.
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ROTC/Simultaneous Men1bcrship Program
and Office Candidate School.
BENEFITS INCLUDE-COLLEGE TUITION
ASSISTANCE. in addition to the Army College
Fund and the Montgomery GI Bill.
Call 2nd Lieutenant Travis Carpenter @
(502} 395-0048 to schedule an appoinhnent
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February 8, 2002

Women earn conference win over TSU
STAFF REPORT

The Murray State wo me n's basketball
team re bounded from last weekend's 66-50
loss at Tennessee-Martin with a 63-5 1 win
over the T ennessee State Tigers.
Before traveling to Murray, the Tigers
had a tough loss at the hands of Eastern
Kentucky. With the men's team on the road
in Nas hville, the Racers would be the feature performance at the Regio nal Special
Eve nts Cente r.
The game got off to a slo w start with the
Race rs trailing early in the contest. The
Tigers built a five-point lead early with four
free throws by La Ris Tho mas' and a 3pointer by Zekeya Ande rson. Within s ix
minutes of the first half. the Racers c losed
the margin and took the lead as senior center Denise Mc Donald made a free throw
with 13:41 left.
Sophomore guard Megan Fuqua and
freshman guard Re becca Remington used
3-pointe rs and free thro ws to build up an
11 -poi nt lead. Junio r fo rwa rd Be th
Schnake nberg came o ut of a late timeout to
make a layup to extend the Racer le ad to 13
po ints, but a late 3-pointer by TSU's
Marke ice Harris and a layup by Odessa
Ke lly trimmed the lead to e ight before halftime.
In the second half. the Racers a ttempted
to put the game out of reach as freshman
guard Brittany Park score d the fi rst six
points. TSU stayed within reach as Ke lly
and Thomas began a 3-point assault. Fro m
that point, MSU re-established its lead w ith
baskets by Mc Do nald and Re mingto n.
Fatig ue was one of the deciding factors
late in the second half. T SU had a short
ro tatio n of players, and MSU capitalized.
Sopho more forward S tacey Holmes and
freshman center Requita Thomas combined
for nine points in the fin a l minutes of the
game, pushing MSU to a win.

Jenny Hahn/The News

Murray State freshman guard Rebecca Remington defends the passing lane against
Tennessee State during tbe Racers' 63-Sl win Monday. Remington scored 21 points.
The Racers won despite a poor shooting
performance fro m the fi eld (37 percent).
TS U '\ho t on ly 29 percent.
Mc Do na ld fi nished the game w ith 14

po ints and grabbe d 12 boards for MSU.

Re mington poste d a career-high 21
points , and was just shy of a double-double
w ith nine rebounds.

15
MSU stretches UT-Martin's
losing streak to five games
BY BRYCE VOWAN

run that left the Racers o n top 44-

CONTRI BUTING W RITER

41 at ha lft ime. The Skyhawks

Murray State turned its luc k
around as four Racers score d in
double fi gures in a 92-74 win Saturday night over the TennesseeMartin Skyhawks.
The Racers' victory kept their
hopes alive of gaining a to p-four
seed and a home game in the Ohio
Valley Conference tourna ment.
The Skyhawks we re dealt their
fifth loss in a row.
Head Coach Tevester Anderson
said he c redited the win to strong
play o n both ends of the court.
" I thought overall we played
hard and played for 40 minutes,
and that's what you have to do."
Ande rson said. " I tho ught we exec uted o ur offe nse very well and I
tho ught we played good defense in
the second half."
Bo th teams got off to an e xplosive start and swapped the lead
back and forth Mthout missing a
shot in tbe first six minutes.
Se nior guard Justin Burdine
emerged the key player, scoring 10
points in a row to give the Racers
the le ad. The Skyhawks began
double-teaming Burdine, w hic h
freed up j unior guard Kev in
Pasche l and junior forward
Antione Whelchel.
With the help of Paschel and
Whelchel. the Racers went on a 70 run.
The Skyhawks' Brian Foster and
Okechi Egbe helped UT-Martin
do wnsize the Racer lead with a 8-0

stayed in the contest by shooting
57 percent in the first half. The
Racers s hot 47 percent before ha lftime.
Bo th team's offe nses came out
stro ng to s tart the second half.
Within fi ve minutes, the S kyhawks
tied the score 50-50, but that would
be as c lose as they would get to
taking over the Racers' lead. Junior
forward James Singleto n and j unior
guard Antonio Henderson went on
an scoring run, combining for 30 of
the total 48 points score d in the
second half.
Four Racers fini shed the game io
double digits. Si ngleto n led the
way with 20 po ints a nd II
rebo unds, missing o nly two shots
during the entire game. Single ton
c redited his performance to Anderson and the perfo rmance of his
te ammates.
..My coac h pulled me aside and
noticed ho w they (UT-Ma rtin )
were playing me and did something we worke d on in practice.
whic h paid off," Singleto n said.
Whelchel t1nished with 19 poi nts
and seven assists. D espite a quiet
second half, Burdine bagged 18
points in the game. a nd Henderson
scored 17.
··we played togethe r tonight as a
team, not as individuals." said Singleton. " It fee ls good to get a win
because we felt like we had a monkey on our hack for a little while.
A loss tonight would have been
pretty upsetting."
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South Korea location Art auction successful;
money
supports
MSU
of new study program
BY TONYA BRIDGES
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

A new opportunity ha.-; opened up this year for students to study a culture most know little abouL
This is the first year Murray State will be offering a
Study Abroad program in South Korea. Ten students
along with three faculty members will arrive at Taegu
University on May 12 for a two-week stay.
The university is c;ituated on a modem campus in a
·ruraJ area surrounded by mountain~.
"It's very westemi:.>ed," said Melanie McCallon,
Murray State's Study Abroad coordinator. "Their technology is top of the line.''
The entire two weeks will be spent on campus or
traveling within a 200-mile radius. Students will participate in various cultural activities at the university.
such as making traditional pottery, making ma-;ks.
attending a traditional tea ceremony and learning traditional dance.
Off campus. they will visit sites of cultural interest
such as temples and marL:ets.
Before leaving, as well as upon arrival, students will
be provided with basic language lessons. They also
will be provided with a translator during the trip.
For the majority of the trip. students will stay in

newly constructed dorms on campus or in a hotel if the
buildings are still under construction. For one night,
however. students will have the opportunity to spend
the night in the home of a local family.
To qualify, students must have written an essay about
why they would like to go 'and pay a fee of $1805.50.
The fee includes all expenses.
Not only will students gain experience in another
culture, but they also will receive three hours credit for
Humanities 205.
Last year only lO faculty members were allowed to
participate.
One of the faculty members, Pat McCutchen, a professor of sociology, has a case fu ll of souvenirs from
the trip. The case holds items such as a wrapper from a
Korean Bugogi burger, Korean dolls, traditional
masks, an umbrella and photos.
McCutchen said she enjoyed her experience in South
Korea.
"The people were so friendly," she said.
McCallon said she was impressed with the aesthetic
~auty of Taegu.
'They are planting something on every inch of earth
there is to plant something," McCallon said. .
For more information, see McCallon at 165 Woods
Hall or contact her at 762-3236.

Flowers For All Occasions
Bel Air Shopping Center • Murray, KY • 753-0932

BY KYSER

LoUGH

STAFF WRITER

The Murray State art department's annual Holiday
An Auction held in November finished with large
attendance and revenue.
"I think this was the most profitable auction because
it wao; the most auended." said Jim Bryant. University
art galleries director.
Judy Shearer, book ke~pcr and secretary for the art
department, said the auction raised $7.400. Every piece
of artwork was donated, so all proceeds went directly
to the visiting artist fund.
The art department typically brings in two or three
visiting artists each semester. The visiting artist will
come for a day or two. or sometimes a week. Bryant
said Part of the visit includes talking to art department
srudentc;. Then the visiting artist gives the srudents
direction in their art and advice on careers.
"One thing that is very helpful to the art students is
to bring in visitrng artists." Bryant said.
The visiting artist program is designed to expose art
students to different ideas and backgrounds. Visiting

B.t'!:~LON

Order your
flowers now!
No last-day orders.
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visiting artist program

GIFTS ENJ OYED L O NG AFTER TODAY

NOW OPEN
•Wee Reus
• Country Fresb

Welcome Heather McCallister
Every Saturday in February
15% discounts on haircuts, colors & highlights
Hours: Tues.-Sat. 9a.m.-5p.m. & Later by appointment
753-8282 • Coldwater Rd. ( 1/2 block from University)

artists specialize in different mediums than art department faculty.
Bry.mt said the auction hao; been around for many
years and is starting to develop a good reputation
among the students.
"The students are starting to work harder beCause
they know if they work hard, their pieces will go in the
auction.'' Bryant said
The art auction consisted of two parts. a silent auction that went on all day. and a live auction. The live
auction began at 7:30 p.m.. and both auctions ended
after the live auction fmished . Jimmy Tate, Murray
Auto Auction owner, served a" the auctioneer for the
live auction.
The auction was held in the Clara M. Eagle Gallery
on the .sbtth floor of the Doyle Fine Ans Building.
Featured in the auction were numerous works donated by Murr.1y State faculty, students and alumni. Items
nuctioned included ceramiC$, sculptures, woodwork,
paintings. drawings, prints, jewelry, photogrnphy und
watercolors.
Bryant said there were also some unusual object<>
auctioned oft~ including a fountain .

Fudge

• Village Candles
•Personalized
Candy Bouquets

Free Delivery In Town
113 S. 4th St. • Court Square • Murray • 753-2159
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Relax in ·H~ awaii and be back to
class in one hour!
Yes, you ' IJ think you're suddenly on the Hawaiian Islands of Oahu, Maui, or Kawai
with your first visit to the new Body Haven Therapeutic Massage Center of Murray.
The beautiful tropicaJ-themed center is open with three certified therapists whose only
job is to give you the best massage. So, you will never have to
be behind spa or beauty shop customers.

To book your 15 minute, 30 minute, or one hour
(Best Value) massage, visit or call Shelia or
Margaret at 767-0045.

Past Lowe's on 121 North at Country Square • Murray
P.S. • Beautiful Valentine's Day Gift Certificates Available NOW!

4.0--------------------------Jessica Barnes, Melissa Barron, Laura Bowland, Leah
Bowland, Whitney Bushart, Whitney Coleman, Ryan
Fo~daw, Cynthia Glass, Courtney Griffiths, Kelli Hall,
Whitney Holland, Lisa Holt, Brandy House, Haley Hudson,
Katie Konrad, Stephanie Minix, Shae Newsom e, Ashley
Olson, Angela Renfroe, Hillary Spain

Dean,s List 3.5 or Greater-- - - - - I

Brooke Brittain, Lindsey Chamberlain, Jessica Cherry, Lacy
Clapp, Kennette Cleaver, Toni Crum, Wendy Davis, Megan
Douglas, Krystal French, Whitley Gillman, Marybeth Harris,
Shelley Hill, Julie Hoffman, Julia Janes, Kim Luecke,
Ashley Meador, Emily Monroe, Jennifer Payne, Annie Pettit,
Emily Pyle, Sarah Stafford, Meredith Vanderford, Elly Wells,
Maria Adams, Michele Byassee, Ashley Canup, Amanda
Carter, Amy Hille, Emily Wayland, Emily Wells

Love, your A OTI sisters

